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UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
17 GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON 

JAN 23 1931 

Mr. F. T, Thwaites, 

Seience Hall, 
Madison, Wis. 

My dear Mr. Thwaites: ai 

In response to your letter of January 14: 

Note has been of your change of address for the monthly 

announcements of new publications. The lists of publications 3 

specially desired, except 274, of which there are no copies, are : 

inclosed withthis letter. 

Very truly yours, 

rh L : Th Migr 

Hf Mief Clerk. 

Inclosure 2359



; Ee gan. 14, 1932 

Director, U. 8. Geological Survey, = ces 

Washington, D. G. ae : ; a 

: Dear Sirt : ; 

Please chaige ny address for mailing Lists of publications to: ; 

_ BP. T. Tawaites, 

Science Hall, 

a : Madison, Wisconeia 

3 . ¥ am no Longer Gurator of the auseum and do not want mail to go to the new : x 

; incumbent of that office. 3 se 

. ZI am miasing the following lists of publications whieh I would like to 

have if still available: = : 

245 to 252, (inclusive), 254-256, 262=265, 267-268, 272 

Vory truly yours, Be : 

B ¥ towalteny Santee Gh Mesleayc 0: of Wetoseia 

‘ j



2 Sept. 16; 1930 

Dr. &, 0. Ulrich, ; , 

U. S. National Museum, ’ ras 

Washington, DB, oO. 3 i 

“Dear Drs ULrichs ee 

! ; I wish o thank you for the copy of your paper on the Sebdrten of tae 

: Upper Mississippi Valley published by tie Milwdukee Museum. 

e : Vory truly yours, 

A : : F :



feo gos ES sO Rae ee 
ona Oe LD ESF SSS RS eee eee 

es UNITED STATES Mee yas 

ee: : DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR ie eee oer ae 
a: ee mes GEOLOGICAL SURVEY Sea 
os WASHINGTON Beek 
oe aes 

a November 9, 1932. . 
esa fakes 
i Dr. F. T. Thwaites, oe 
BS or Department of Geology, uae 
a The University of Wisconsin, ae 
pr Madison, Wis. : va 

oo : My dear Doctor Thwaites;: : “ie 

8 : gee 
—— I have received your letter of November 7 to Doctor Mansfield, ito 
ec who is out of the city on a brief western field trip. Ce 

es Colonel Martin has not done any recent work on the material for a 

Be: the report on the Sparta and Tomah quadrangles, Wis. He requested that ae 
= it be sent you as you would be able to work on it before he could. ae 

3 Eee The lettering of the drawings should be done in pencil rather heme 
Re than with Wrico lettering guides, as they are probably in good enough ee 
. form not to require redrawing by a draftsman in this office to prepare ; ie 
3; them for publication. If it were necessary to have the illustrations sees 

a redrawn here, it would not matter how the lettering is done provided it # aa 

if is legible. ‘ ; Bip 
Lin een 

Pe If you will explain what sections of the report you may wish ae 
Fees, to publish elsewhere, I shall be better able to tell you whether such ae 

3 publication is desirable from the standpoint of the Geological Survey. oe 

bs or Very truly yours, 4 

3 Chief Geologist, © 

* a 

Be ie 2s a ee 
ee ae 
es Ls 

Pies ents ee Pe Ae me ase 

ee oti ge ks



z Nov. 6, 2933 a 

a = — 

2S you have available aay more oprints of your recezt papez on 2 

oe "Plaistodezc forest of oaxtral TLlineds ¥ would bo mast ploazed to have. 2 

one, I have wedo a spocial study of tho Pleistocsac for souc yoara and have — a 

Visited the Porn Greck exposures onst of Pooria several tines. : = 

Fs Te Tawaites, hecturer in Geology — a8



: 3 “Hove 20, 1933 i 

nae eo | 
Door Bir. Youst 

I wish to thank You for the copy of your paper on the Pleistosano 
flora in your vielaity wileh came several daye ago. I have rend the same with — 

_ mtigh interest as I have seen several of the Localities and collosted samples - 

‘frou sone of then, This has gortainly boon « noglectod field and At 4a a good 

thing that soue poople are now going into it. . 

= FP. Ty Twaites, Lecturer in Geology



THE UNITED LIGHT AND POWER COMPANY 
SUITE 2200 BANKERS BUILDING 

105 WEST ADAMS STREET 

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 
OFFICE OF 

L.H.HEINKE 

VICE PRESIDENT AND TREASURER April 29, 1933 FOLercs Cees 

‘pri. ’ 

Mr. and Mrs. F. T. Thwaites 
RF. De 4 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Sir and Madam: 

We thank you for the copy of your 

excellent letter of April 27 addressed to Senator Duffy. 

We appreciate your help. 

Very truly yours 

Lee 
LHE:k Vice President and Treasurer.



; eer eee icummma i on ae 

: ume 22, 1934 

Doe We As : ‘ 

set 2 Sale, Wichita, 

Dear Dr. VorWiebo: : 

Yours of the 19th is ab hand. Reply was delayed because I 

was out studying the route for the 1935 Kansas foological Society conference. 

A Z would be glad to make the exchange you membion but. as 

_ & beve only the two desk ecpies of my Outline whieh have note in thom for 

future editions I do not see just how I ean send one. Possibly you could 

arrange the matter threugh Edwards Brothers. All the rest of the books are 

still in their hands, 

: Monday I leave for the field to work with a Penrose grant. 

I hope to finish up the area I worked on from 1926 to 1928 and get a report : 

roady for publication during the winter. 

Lg With best regards, 

; Sincerely, — if : 

F, 2, thwaites :



THE MUNICIPAL 

UNIVERSITY OF WICHITA 
WICHITA, KANSAS) June 16, 1934. 

Dear Friend Thwaites:- 

I have just received a letter from Edwards Brothers 

in regard to your book on OUTLINE OF GLACIAL GEOLOGY. 

I am very anxious to see a copy of this book and 

am looking forward to using it in my classes next fall. Inasmuch 

as Edwards Brothers have also published my book on HISTORICAL 

GEOLOGY it has occurred to me that you might be willing to 

exchange. If you do not have a copy of my book as yet I shall 

be glad to send you one from here in return for one of yours, 

Hoping that you in good health and looking forward 

to spending an enjoyable vacation,I remain 

Very cordially yours,



Decaabor 6, 1933 

«Bike Ne Ge Mondonhall, Diresior, | 
toca : 2 | 

Doar Dr. Modentiall: S : : 

. | I wigh to thenk you for sonfiing the somphes fron Wioconsin 

= wells as requested by Mr, Been in letter of Hovaiber 28, Doubtless these . 

ware overlooked dn 2922 vhon. the rest of your eollection was progonted to 
the University to fom tho start of vhat ie now & very large collection 
qu whieh Z have worked over since, To of tho sate sont now £121 dnportaut 
gepe in our inforamtion, of a 

: iia 
‘iipoonsin survey 

ej awku wrt WITO Bs 10 swsa at wertrne ;
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Dr. Fre - Thwattes—___’ Wee ry 
Ue te 

Professor of Geology at SS 
Univer sity of Wisconsin 

MADISON 

Wisconsin



Wichita, Kansas Mar. 30,1934 

Dear Friend Thwaitesis: oe ts 

: The reprint of your™paper has been received. 

I wish to assure you that your courtesy is very much 

appreciated. A very interesting and ¢mportant 

contribution to our knowledge of subsurface 

data on Northern Michigan 

Very respectfully yours, 

bMidn. W. A. Ver Wiebe.



3 UNITED STATES 

: DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON 

Prof. F. 1. Thwaites nee 
The University of Wisconsin 

Department of Geology 
Madison, Wis. : 

Dear Professor Thwaites: 

Your letter of May 8, recommending Mr. Horace Winchell 

for employment by the Survey, has just been received. It will be 

filed with Mr. Winchell's application and given consideration 

should there be any opportunity to offer him temporary employment 

in a Survey field party. 

Very truly yours, 

RE lclae. 
Chief Clerk.



ee “ Le ee ee Ses ie 

s May 8, 1935 

Mir. Re We Shele’, Chief Ylerk, U. S. Geological Survey, 
Washington, D. G, 

Dear Sirs 

Mr. Horace Winchell attended the week field trip in . 

topographic mapping for geologists at Devils Lake this springe 

Training was given in use of the planetable both with telescopic 

and opensight alidades, also compass, aneroid barometer, handlevel, 

etcs Mr. Winchell's work was very satisfactory throughout. 

I am sure he would make a very good field assistant. : ee 

Very truly yours, : 

F, T. Thwaites, Lecturer in Geology 

| 

; . 2



UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 

bad WASHINGTON 

wo 29 S28 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites, 
Science Hall, 

University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Mr. Thwaites: 

At the suggestion of Dr. C. K. Leith, the Geological 

Survey is sending you under separate cover, in appreciation 

of your cooperation in its preparation, a copy of Professional 

Paper 184, Pre-cambrian rocks of the Lake Superior Region, with 

revised geologic map. 

Yours very cordially, 7 

Director.



‘’ < BS S ¢ : 2 : : 

= : March 9, 1936 

si C. ¥, Varner = : 
«8054 Marshal St. : 
Bubuque, Towa a 

In connection vith the new well at Sturgeon Bay, Wisconsin, the - | 
a question has been asked ac to the Natural artesian flow of the two largest 

Z wells in Wisconsin drilled rior to this one which supplies aboent 1009 z 
: g- p. a. So far as our records go, the largest well in sandetone which T ‘ 

_ weeall was at Prairie du Chien-G04 g. p. m. vhen finished. The Rock- : Rees 
field ecil deveribed in Bulletin 35 scems to hold the record 1200 g. 9. m. 
for the Megara. Any additions or corrections will be greatly appreciated. 

: Very truly yours : 3 

= | —-* RESCONETN GEOLOGICAL, SURVEY = 
E By = 

2 F. T. Tawaites, Geologist in charge 3 
: g of Yell Records : ae 

= > x Sc 5 =. 2 : ; te 

/ aR es ee ee



GENERAL OFFICES 
120 BROADWAY NEW YORK 

Na ae, 
AMERADA PETROLEUM GORPORATION 

| “a, ) 
ee ego a 

TULSA, ORLA. - 
\\ 

\ Uy 

March 2, 1936 

Mr. F, T. Thwaites 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: 

I received the bulletin on the Cambrian Strata of 
Wisconsin, with your compliments, and wish to thank you for 

: your kind rememberance. 

The American Association of Petroleum Geologists 

meets here in March. Shall we see you then or by any chance 

will some of your staff attend? I would be glad to renew 

our acquaintance. 

Thanking you again for the bulletin, I am 

Very truly yours, 

bake) PA 

JVibb ess Vernon



GENERAL OFFICES 
120 BROADWAY NEW YORK 

oO Re 

\ rR : 

AMIERADA PETROLEUM CORPORATION 
—— BUILDING 

: { 

Na 

; September 25, 1935 

Dr. F. T. Thwaites 
R.F.D. #4 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Thwaites: : 

I received yours of September 16th, with the two pictures en- 

closed, Thank you very much for the pictures. I sent one of them 

on to Mr. Denison at Fort Worth. 

The men that took the Kansas geological trip returned with 
the highest of praise for your men that were responsible, Many of 

them report it the best of all. 

I eam glad to hear them say good things about you, because I 

know you worked hard to get everything arranged. 

When you come to Oklahoma, we will be glad to see you and will 

try to return some of that hospitality. 

Sincerely, 

ce pe SEES 

JVsbb Jess Vernon



THE MUNICIPAL 

UNIVERSITY OF WICHITA 

WICHITA, KANSAS yo 15, 1935 

Dear friend Thwaites:- 

Your letter of the 19th reached me. I reggret that it has been 

impossible to answer it before now. We have all been over busy since 

we returned because we all gave too much time to the guidebook during 

the Summer months... Now it is necessary to make up for lost time. 

Mr. Folger has also had the additional worry of finding funds 

to pay for our interesting experiment. Few people realize that it 

took $8000 and over to fgnance this last year's field conference and 

that less than half of this amount has been taken in to cover it. 

Needless to say the Society is not an oil company and money to them 

is real money. So you can see why Folger has been somewhat negligent 

about sending the maps xback. 

Personally I have been busy revising my book on 

HISTORICAL GEOLOGY. I am anxious to have it appear in print before 

the second semester begins. It has been a real task,but thank goodness 

is almost finished. In addition to this I have been working on a radio 

address which our local station has agreed to broadcast. It is one of 

a number from various departments of the University. Since it is 

specified that it must be entertaining as well as scientific,I have 

found it a real rpoblem. 

How have the members of the Univ. of Wisconsin recovered 

from the demands made upon it last year and during the Summer in 

connection with the Conference? 

Please give my regards to Raasch,Beys ami Twenhofel and 

Leith. Very cordially yours, 

MeN 
. ’



4 Z : SH nae rian Oey Ses eae cre 

; January 23, 1935 

Mr. C.¥. Varner E : ; 
‘ 2054 Marshall St. , : 

Dubuque, Towa : 

Dear Sirs a 

: Enclosed you will find one blue-print log of the i 
ae City Well #4 at Brodhead, Wisconsin. 

: Yours very truly, 

; WISCONSIN GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 

oo : In Charge of Well Records 

FIT:JH pS 

oor a



COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 

CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
ITHACA, NEW YORK 

DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY 

July 22, 1938 

Professor F, T. Thwaites 
Science Hall 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Thwaites: 

We have effected, recently, a change in our - 
program hore, and now have a basic course ,Geology a; 
which runs through the year. In connection with the 
laboratory work for this course we need a number of 
copics of a structural geology map of Appalachian 
folding and faulting. The Monteroy Va., W.Va» economic 
geology sheet from the folio of the same name seems 
best to serve this purpose. But the U.S.G.S. no longer 
has this sheet in stock and we are advised that there 
is no prospect that it will be reprinted « or any of 
the similar sheots. 

However, the Survey has the plates for contours, 
culture and formation boundaries, and hydrography. From 
these a three color printing job (done privately, Survey 
lending the plates) can be done at a not prohibitive cost. 
But an edition of 1000 would need to be ordered. 

Accordingly, I am inquiring whether you could use 
a number of these sheets at the cost'of 50¢ cach. A 
student or a girl could be hired to color the formations 
with crayons and such a hand job, if done with care, could 
rival the printed color work, Of course you understand 
that the folio map, of which it is presumed you have a 
copy, Will serve as a model. 

If you are interested in our Manual (mimeographed, 
about 150 sheets) we think we will have cnough of a sup= 
ly in the fall that we could send a copy postpaid for 
Bes. 

I am sending out these mimeographed inquiries to 
a number of people who might bo interested. A Poptys 
even if only a post card saying simply "not interested” 
will be much appreciated. 

\ ee eer _ Very truly, 

eae eee 
OR Gangece 

:  useunt ee a O. D. von Engeln 

Lorerl nage rente v * ofp B ee ;



OO ie 

dugost 1, 1938 

Mr. O. D. von Rugeln 
Department of Geology 
Gornell University 
Ithaca, New York 

Dear My. von Zugela: 

We are uot interested in the reprints of the Moutevey sheet 

mentioned in yours of July ead, : 

é I mey discuss your recent paper om glacial recession soon 

' aud would eppreciate a reprint. 

Very truly yours, 

v. 7, Thwaltes



KOO ue 
JAN 20 7 Bl INGS [-— 
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1936 EY aN 

Dr. F. T. Thwaites \ $) oc 
Geology Department . 

Univ. of Wisconsin 

MADISON 

WISCONSIN



Wichita, Kansas 

Dear friend Thwaites:-— 

The reprint of your paper has been received. 

I wish to assure you that your courtesy is very much 

appreciated. 

CAMBRIAS STRATA OF WISCONSIN 

Very respectfully yours, 

Ay) Moke W. A. Ver Wiebe.



THE MUNICIPAL 

‘UNIVERSITY OF WICHITA 

WICHITA, KANSAS 

March 23, 1937 

Mr. We T. Thwaites 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisc. 

Dear friend Thwaites: 

It appears probable that we 

shall be able to add another member to the staff 

of oT teachers next year. If you know of 

‘inate in your department whom you could recom- 

mend highly, please tell him to get in touch with 

me immediately. 

Hoping that you are enjoying 

your usual good health and that I may have the 

pleasure of seeing you at the next meeting of the 

Geological Society, I remain 

Very cordially yours 

Ayre Mbicke. 
We A. Ver Wiebe 

WVW:E 

Yew Otekan WEY ga leo



Mareh 25, 1937 

Professor ¥. A, Ver Wiebe 
University of Wichite 
Wichita, Kansas 

Dear Dr. Ver Siebe: 

Yours of the 234 is at hand, I have gone over the matter 
with Dr, Winchell end I do not know of any student st present in 
the department who would be interested in your position. However, 
Mr, Allan Ostrander, who took his Nester's degree here some years 
ago, 1s now at the Department of Geology. Washington University, 
$t. Louis, Missouri. It ie very likely he would be interested in 
the position. 

He worked with me on the subsurface geology st Youkesha, 
which resulted in finding o new water horizon, and I also supervised 
his thesis on the Hamilton Mounds - the newly discovered quartzite 
area in central Wisconsin ~ although Professor Twenhofel signed the 
thesis. 1 do not know mich obout his work since he left here. I 
understend he has nesrly completed hie doctor's thesis. 

Best wishes. 

: Very truly yours, 

PTT ¥, gt, Thwaites



aN _ ea re in iu REE SN 

Prof. Ws ds Vor@lobo, 

Wehita, : 

Doar Prof. Yostiobos Saar 

: Roply to yous Of Avid 90 wae dabeweh ' 
the abundance of ficld trips. I talked ovor ’ 
matter with Br, Sincholl and we concluded that tho i 
only ono of our graduates who would bo interested is : 

: Drindek. Ho hap dono considerable work for C : 
the State Survey on both road materials and Lino : 
end has been vory highly recomended by Mr. Bean. 
Bis work with me has always been of tho best quality. 

; I have no hositation in saying that ho is a good man 
for the place. I think that ho ic marricd, 

S ee 2 ae ee ee 
phased to my knowledge there is Allan Ostrander : 
who Z mentioned last yoar. I think he is still 
et St. Louis but an not sure, nor do I know much 
about his work after lonving hero some yoare ago. 3 

With best rogards to and to the others 
I know in Wichita, — ‘ 

Bincroly, 4 
\



GEOLOGY DEPARTMENT 

W. A. VER WIEBE, PETROLEUM GEOLOGY BYRON N. COOPER, PALEONTOLOGY AND STRATIGRAPHY : 

ROBERT M. RIGG, PETROGRAPHY AND STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY 

THE MUNICIPAL 

UNIVERSITY OF WICHITA 
WICHITA, KANSAS gnyi] 22, 1938 

Dear friend Thwaites:- 

I am writing to ask your confidential advice about 

some of the men who finish their geological training at Wisconsin this 

Spring. We need an Instructor for next year. He will replace Mr. Rigg 

whose name you see above and will handle Mineralogy and general geology. 

The salary will be 1600 the first year. e 

Thanking you in advanWde for you ttouble and information 

I remain 

Very cordially yours, 

pur ~ Ontinnler 

Ocdarncn
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adi Marsh 8, 1938 a 
ef ty, “erbort . We You Rift, a 
i General Relivery, 
ut Houston, Texes oe 

. . Doar Mr, You Biff: 4 

ct Z wes omch pleased to get yours of the Zourth, — 
$ Certainly you may use my memo es @ reference. a. P 

3 heave te pass « medical examination to get a job a as 

: o was s 
thet the medical advice here was rest first, wasnt it. is 
Climate alone is not always sufficient uless work is ss 

lighte I should think thet you could do sample a 

; can ge ‘ ah 

= myself, 2 

E There is only one poche ag PG oag and she 4 
: is Chamberlin’s sister, Kove mot yok cocked teke her : 

F on the Devils Lake trip. ~ elase numbers 15 with her ” 
Gin and they all seem to be workers. Glacial nuubers 13 and 4 

F physiography 21, It is enough te keep me busy, I can agure 4 

: Was gled to learn that Dake and Benish again have 4 
E jobs. ae ree “eee ee een 
. oil business ss well as other things but I should this : 

| thet with the number of Wisconsin men in Houston you ought a 
| te land something scone E 

i \ F 

7 ae 
: 

—



COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 

CORNELL UNIVERSITY : 
ITHACA, NEW YORK 

DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY 

August 8, 19358 

Professor F. T. Thwaites 
Department of Geology 
Science Hall 
University of Wisconsin : 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Thwaites: 

I am somewhat at a loss in regard 

to your request for a reprint of a paper by me 

"on glacial recession" as I can't see where I 

am guilty on this count. 

However, I am sending you some recent 

things, mine and my students, that may have some 

interest for you. These go forward under separate 

cover. : 

Yours very truly, 

QO. D. ea 

ODvonE smb



i S ce Sa 7 4 +t 

oe 

mi : Nov. 18, 1936 

Mes. Wels Vedvik, 
‘ Re iPe De By : 

, ne 
‘ Dont Molla: 

\ 5 ; 
: aT | When Mr. Thvaites was dom efter eggs lest Sunday ; 

he made a mistake and paid you a dollar too little. 

Probably tho “Indiens” running across the reed disturbed hind 

: The enclosed bill will make it right. } 

Sincerely, 

aay iM, Thwaites ;



STUDENT EMPLOYMENT BUREAU 

Langdon and Park Streets 
: Badger 7612 --- Badger 580 

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN DOMESTIC STANDARDS 

To promote a fair and uniform understanding between employers and students who work 

for room and board in homes, the following standards and schedule of hours are ad- 
vocated with the suggestion that they be frecly discussed before a final agreement 

is made, ; 

HOURS For room and meals, 25 hours of work a week. In addition, the student is ex- 
pected to stay in 3 evenings a week with children asleep, where the time is free 
for uninterrupted study. The student should have either Friday or Saturday evening 

off and be free on Sunday after the noon meal work. If the student does not come 

home at noon, an allowance to buy lunch is furnished. (Sce attached sheot for 
schedule of work for room and part meals, and for day work or odd jobs.) 

It is understood that the student has a separate room, and transportation to and 
from School if the home is beyond walking distance. Bedding and towels are fur- 
nished, but the student should bring shoes and clothing suitable for housework. 

A DEFINITE SCHEDULE OF WORK AND OF WORKING HOURS SHOULD BE PLANNED AND POSTED ON 
THE KITCHEN WALL WHERE IT CAN BE EASILY SEEN. THE SCHEDULE, ONCE HAVING BEEN 
AGREED JPON, SHOULD NOT BE CHANGED EXCEPT BY MUTUAL CONSENT, The student should 
not be expected to get up before 6:30 A.M., unless it be to tend to the furnace. 
For a student who lives in the employer's home, the work should be completed by 
8 P.M. Responsibility for staying in with children asleep should not keep the 

student up after 11 P.M. The householder should realize that the student is not a 

full-time trained maid. 

KIND OF WORK The usual duties for girls are among the following - dusting, sweep- 

ing, light cleaning, ironing, preparation of meals, serving, dishwashing, care of 
children, mending. A girl should nevor be required to do heavy lifting, heavy 

washing, or heavy cleaning. 
Boys do heavy cleaning, tend furnace, shovel walks, outdoor labor, help with meals, 
serve, wash dishes, care for children, and various repair jobs. 

WORKING TIME Any time that a student gives to the employer so that he or she can- 

not study or play is work timo. For instanec, time assigned to play with children 

where the student is responsible for their welfare, or time assigned to put a 

child to bed, is work. 

Students are expected to be at work punctually and to work with reasonable speed 
and efficiency, due to previous training or interest in home making. A student who 
is slow end unfamiliar with housework may need to make some adjustment as to work 
hours and school schedule. During work hours, the student should remember that the 
time belongs to the employer and should not use the telephone for personal calls 

or try to read or study. 

EXTRA TIME Extra time asked by the employer should be compensated by the same 
amount of time off the usual schedule, or with pay at 50 cents an afternoon or even- 

‘ing for care of children , and 25 to 35 cents an hour for heavier work, For a 
definite reguler amount of over time, a weekly rate is usually mado. If the student 
asks for time off, the equivalent time should later be given to the employer. It 

is suggested that extra time should scldom be asked by either student or employer. 

VACATIONS AND HOLIDAYS A definite agreement as to holidays and vacations should be 

made when the student is omployed, A student is expected to romain for a semester 

and the employer is oxpectcd to keep the student for a semester unless unusual 
conditions arise. 

PERSONAL RELATIONS The student and employer should decide such matters as whether 
or not the student will eat at the table with the family, whether the personal 
laundry will be done by the student or with the family laundry, whether week ond 

trips may be made to the student's home.



STUDENT EMPLOYMENT BUREAU 
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Additional Schedules for service in a home, and rates for odd jobs - 

For roem end 2 meals daily 18 to 21 heurs of work a week 

For room and 1 meal daily ‘ to. la" * " wom 

(Variatien in number of hours to allow for difference in value of room or 

meal - the principal meal is worth more than a light breakfast) 

For room enly, 7 to 10 hours of work a week. (Variation to allow for value 

of room and nature of work) 

For day help where isdging is net furnished - 

For meals - 1 hour of work per meal, 

For occasional odd jobs by the hour, - 

50 cents an afterneon or evening for care of childrens 26 cents an 

: chour after midnight. 

25 to 35 cents an hour for light housework, cooking, and serving 

35 te 40 cents an hour for general labor, heavy cleaning, and janitor ; 
work, 

40 cents an hour and up for technical work - electrical repair, radio, 

carpentry, painting, etc., for experienced workers. 

Rates vary to allow fcr difference in the speed and ability of the student 

and in the nature of the work. 
For regular day help, a weekly rate is usually made. 

DRS RR 2s 2 I 2 9 2 2 i 2 2 2 2K KK 2 ae 

These standards and schedules are advocated for the average home. Since house- 
holds differ widely in their needs, exceptions to the above suggestions may be 

necessary. PLEASE FEEL FREE TO CALL THIS OFFICE WHENEVER ANY QUESTIONS ARISE. 

Undergraduate university women who live in private homes are subject to univer- 

sity Women's Self Government Association regulations. 
DIC IK A AC 2 A CA SK 2s CK OK 26 

The Wisconsin Industrial Cemmission lays dowm the follewing regulations for 

adult women and minors in domestic service - 

"WEEKLY BASIS The wage of domestic servants working 50 or more hours per week 

; shall be computed on a weekly basis as follows: 

a. If board only is furnished - $6.00 per week. 
b. If board and room are furnished - $4.25 per week.” ; 

The above regulations furnish a hasis for computing the value of part-time 

student service.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

MADISON 

OFFICE OF THE REGISTRAR 

May 2, 1941 

Professor F. T. Thwaites: 

Mr. G. W. Vaughan changed from 4 to 3 credits of Geology 

11 on May 2, 1941; the fee for Geology 11 4 credits is $4.00 
and for 3 credits $3.00. We are enclosing a refund card so 

that you may indicate the amount of the refund, if there is 

to be any. 

Will you kindly return the signed half to this office. 

OFFICE OF THE REGISTRAR 

ae



2 TO ee 
e . \ : ae 

pene Sept. 29, 1941 ; 

me. AL o. Vessel, Ss & 
Box 4, 
Béese Icio, Sleconsin ge 

: Pear Me, Feasels i 

Thente you for your eard of the 19th civing the : 
. Keference on the sletted template method, Bele cot it 
fron the brary end we have real it. I my try & with i 

; the Bapping Slass if T can cet proper apmeretue, 

I an sending you witer separate cover a comlimentary 
cory of my book on glacial ceolosy which I though might 
interest you, f 

. se trted to eet ont to the expocuses we saw Just 
west of Rise Lake Sunday eee ee era, 

: Both Eole and £ geatiy orfored our risit with you 
ené learned mch that will be ef value te us. - 2 

Best rerarie, £ 

Sincerely, 

oo : ;



ate July 1i, 1941 

Me. A. J. Vessel, Chief of Party, 
Sefl Survey, ; 

2 Box 48, Rice Lake, Tisconsiz 

Dear Mr. Vessel: : 
Yours of the 10th is at hand, i 

: “She eltuction of Mathiesen's therfe fe unveval. 
After completing it and turning in 2 version for publication 
by the Wisconsin Academy of Sctence he suddenly abandoned 
his vareer in geclogy.and turned to Art. For this reason 

; although the paper should be cut alnort any day re reprints 
were asked fer by him. TI also let the mtter slide as f 
a&é not Imow that he led lect all Intersect fn the problem. 
I never had a copy cf the typewritten thesis or ever ef his 
maps extent for the tewnchip dfagranc. 

_ Matlosén's howe adérecs to Chetek, Wigeonsin ret far 
from Bice Leke. A letter sent there would probably reach 
him, Eis problem has been taken over by PF. 2, Hole of 
Earlham Celiege, Richmond, Indiana. I expect te go on 

. @ ®eld conference with him some time next nonth and am 
sure both of us world be eiad to mect you then. Meantime, 
f have no authority to give permission for quotations 
although I would not expect ary objection from Mathiesen. 
The matter of the thosts ie one hendled by the University 
iabrary. Possibly there is an extra copy at Chetek. 

Very tenly yours, 

ee ; 

CoN 

nn 

. . ee Ne 
He Ne 
AY eS 

: Ki rr 

gis \ 
Z # oe eo



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF PLANT INDUSTRY 

wasmineron Box 48 
Rice Lake, Wisconsin 

Divi: OF nee July 10, 1941 

Professor F. T. Thwaites 
Geology Department 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Thwaites: 

I have had an opportunity to briefly look 
over the thesis of John Thomas Mathieson on the 
Pleistocene of Part of Northwestern Wisconsin. It is 
an excellent piece of work, and I am much interested 
in it inasmuch as it has an important bearing on the 
soil survey of this county. I am wondering if any ex- 
tra copies of this thesis are available either from 
you or Mr. Mathieson. I would like to retain a copy 
for reference during the period of field work and re- 
port writing. 

I would appreciate permission to reproduce 
or quote certain sections of this thesis in our soil 
survey report giving full credit to the author. At 
present I do not know just what sections because the 
report will not be written for some time. 

If there is any way we can cooperate with you 
in any further work in this area, we shall be glad to 
try and arrange it. At present we are mapping in Vance 
Creek and Turtle Lake townships. I would also appre- 
ciate spending some time in the field with you or your 
staff members whenever you are up this way. is 

Very truly yours, 

oe 
Chief of Field Party 

Residence address: 11 Stout Street
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Professor F. T. Thwaites 
Dept. of Geology 

U. of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wis.



a Box 48, Rice Lake, Wis. 
Sept. 18, 1941 

Dear Professor Thwaites: 

Last Saturday I forgot to show you 
the bulletin on the slotted templet method. 
This method is described in miscellaneous pub- 
lication No. 404 of the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture. 
The title is "The Slotted Templet Method for 
Controlling Maps Made from Aerial Photographs. 
The author is Harry T. Kelsh. Division of Cart- 
‘ography, Soil Conservation Service. 

With kindest personal regards, I am 

Very truly ours, : 

A. Glo



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF PLANT INDUSTRY 

XWASHINGTON 
Box 48 

eae Rice Lake, Wis. = 
October 5, 1941 

Professor F. T. Thwaites 
41 Roby Road 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Thwaites: 

Thank you for your book on glacial geology. 

It will be useful to me. Dr. Nelson had a copy of it 

last year when he was here, and I had a chance to 

glance through it. I am really pleased to possess a 

copy. 

I shall always be glad to see you whenever 

you come up this way. 

SRR OAT 7h 

Anton J. Vessel
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Box 152 State, 
x Columbus, Ohio . =e 

Prof. F.T.Thwaites 4 
Dept of Geology 3 
University of Wisconsin & = 
Madison, Wisconsin : ; = 

' Dear Mr. Thwaites: : .- 

j t am making application for a graduate assistanship in the Department 2 : 
of Geography at The Ohio State University where I will start in on Se : 
my graduate study this summer, Will you please send a letter of . ae 
reference to Dr, Guy-Harold Smith, Department of Geography, concerning % 

- my character and my work under you at the University of Wisconsin : 
_ during the year of 1940-417 ; g a 

ae : 5 a 
Please. remember me to the other professors at the University under  — ; 

; whom I-had-work-and-to-anyof the-student that I knew that still might... — 
bé present. : . : 

+ | Thanking you for this favor. = 

Sincerely, : ia 

. eee Vente a 
- : ’ ee 

: ee Be 

| . a 
: Los 

3 aa : Bi eames RESIS Sexe eee y ee 
x eS es SS ee Se OPS : Se a et ie eee 

oe ee ag



; May 26, 1048 

fo whom 4% cay concera: a 

tir. Jonco i. Vanec wae in my ekesses in physiogr 

gFaphy end mapping during <he academic year 1940-41, 

“0 made the grade of B in oll vorke Our personal — 

: reletions were always cavisiaciory. 

‘ 7 Fe Ts Thwaktes, 

iscistaat Profeaser of acology ; 

; \



Che Regents of the University of Misronsin 
Madiann 

M. E. MCCAFFREY 
SECRETARY 

October 12, 1943 

Prof, Fredrik T. Thwaites 
Science Hall 

Dear Prof. Thwaites; 

The Regents of the University of Wisconsin have reappointed 
you Assistant Professor of Geology for three years at a salary of 

$2,900 for the academic year 1943=44, 

You will also receive $300 from the Department of State 

Geologist for the same period, making your total salary for the academic 
year 1943-44 $3,200. 

Yours very truly, / 

nN) And H 
(aa: bY h; LF / 4 / / 

4//U% ft {Vv 
STs 
Secretary ft f 

/ 
/



UNIVERSITY FACUBTY DOCUMENT 714 ~ NOVEMBER, 1944 

: REPORT OF THE UNIVERSITY COMMITTEE 

: FACULTY SALARIES AT THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN | 

The impact on the University of the rise ‘in living costs incident to 
the war led the University Committee early in 1944 to undertake a study of 
faculty salaries, On beginning the study it became at once apparent that 
in addition to the cost of living, two other significant factors required 
consideration; the salary position of Wisconsin relative to that of other 
leading state universities and the continuation of certain salary waivers, 
The Committee's report, therefore, consists of the following parts: 

a. The salary reductions remaining: in effect-until recently from. 
the waivers applied during the depression of the thirties; : 

b. The rise in living costs incident to the war; ~ ince 

ce. The University's competitive salary position relative to that 
of other leading state universities; 

d. Salary trends at Wisconsin since 1931; 

és. Conclusion and recommendations; Se q 

f. Appendix-tables and charts. a : 

'. Restoration of Waivers s 

To ‘the Committee it seemed clear that no satisfactory readjustment of 
the salary scale of the University could be madé so long as there still re- 
mained unrestored remnants of the salary waiver put into effect something 
more than a decade ago, The action by which the waivers were put into ef- 
fect was accepted by the faculty willingly, though doubtless regretfully, 
as its share in a common catastrophe, but the faculty did not understand 
that the waivers constituted a permanent reduction in salary. To let them 
lapse into such a reduction would, the Committee felt, have an obstructive 
effect in any reappraisal of the salary problem. Such an effect has‘ now 
been obviated by the wise and just action of the Regents in approving the 
recommendation of the President that a complete restoration of remaining : 
salary waivers be made, : , ; 

The step thus taken by the President and the Regents receives the 
hearty endorsement of this Committee. Subsequent parts of this report, 
however, make it clear that this step was but a necessary preliminary toa . 
re-evaluation of University salaries in the light of current living costs 
and the present competetive position of the University.



a 

Rise in the Cost of Living, 

It is a well-known fact attested by daily experience that there has 
been a substantial advance in. the cost.of living in recent-years, The most 
widely used index to-expréss the’ changes*that have taken place iis the "cost 
of living" index of the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics. This in- 
dex number expresses changes in the cost of living in terms of what the cost 
of living was during the base.years, 1935-39. Costs on the,.average during 
a five-year ‘period are considered a fairer and more, conservative base by the 
Government. than‘costs ‘for’a single year, This cost..of living index number . 
(1935-39. = 100)"'shows the following changes: . 2 s,s. Ss 

qs eee ats OB es ie ec rs Oo oe Be eee : 

Se ne VALOR FS UE OSes 
Sone : 116.5... Saas Bees 

Rae Eh 1943 Oe ee Fees sy 

Qn the average throughout the United States the cost of. living in 1943. had. 
advanced nearly 25 per cent’ over what it was five years earlier, 

By Decémbér 1943 the combined index, stood. at 124.4. Changes in.the 
various groups of commodities upon which this combined index number is based 

are shown by the following figures: .. : ae ee ee Be ‘ 

December 1943. Fee Nea Stee 

(1935-1939' = 100) 

Combined index oS ERS 
: Food Lek ; 

GEOCHI OR hol sags oe gO 

Fuel, electricity -& ice~"-109,4 
House furnishings 12759 
Rents: =< Bass Sas aa Bern GO eer aes : : 

Pg Sen Mileve aaeeiaas at tanita Sealy oe 8 

Lack--ef ian-power’ for the task, even if funds,for financing it could: .° © 
have been provided, precluded any special investigation by the University = ~~ 
Committee. ofthe’ cost of Living in Madison. The Committee has reason to. a 
think, however;,:as a result of. sintilar investigations in: other years, that. 2 .~ 
a Madison indéx: of: the’ ¢ost’ of living would not be lower than the index for’ . ... 
the country as‘a whole,” 9 * ° See ees ee, era eas oo 

This substantial advanée in‘the cost of living has not been offset by: .:. °: 
any géneral réadjustment of University salary scales, such as has-been made ~~. 
in many private enterprises and by a good many departments of government in 
the United States. Members of the faculty as.a whole .are in.the-uncomfort-..” 

able position: of ‘having less money to spend, of getting less for what money 1). < 
they do have,’ and of being asked to meet heavier demands upon.their ‘resources. 
thanwvever berores; 4.6287 ee ee ee tas apn at ee 

The effects of the impact of rising costs of living upon either fixed 
incomes or lessened incomes require no extended commentary. Members of the 

University Faculty Document 714 - November, 1944
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faculty are finding it increasingly difficult.to provide for their.ordinary 

‘ -~~“living expenses, to met the demands for intellectual growth and leadership 

in scholarship and research'which their positions involve and to accumulate 
-any reserves to aid in their protection after retirement, The persistence 
of such economic conditions cannot fail adversely to affect University in- 

struction and research. And should the situation get even worse, as it 
would if the défenses against inflation gave way further, members of the _ 
teaching profession, upon whom both the transmission and advancement of 

knowledge largely depend, would be among the first casualties, 

: Faculty Salaries at Wisconsin and Other Leading 
State Universities : 

: A special Committee on Quality of Instruction and Scholarship in a report 
(Document 615) to the faculty in April 1941, summarized its study of salaries 
at the University of Wisconsin from a competitive point of view as follows: 

"Even before the decreases in salaries (waivers of 1932 and 1933) 
were made the University was not in a position to compete financially 
with many private institutions. It was on the whole in a not unfavor- 
able position in respect to other state universities, This is still 
true if one thinks of the whole group of state universities, but not . 

true if one considers the other institutions with which the University 
of Wisconsin is usually classed." . 

The Committee supported this conclusion with statistics showing salaries 
by rank at Wisconsin and four other competitive state universities, three of 

them in the middle-west. Soca 

We have analyzed the salary data for 1942-43 and 1943-44 for the University 
- of Wisconsin and the same four competitive universities studied by the Committee 

on Quality of Instruction and Scholarship to determine the extent of any change 
in Wisconsin's competitive position since the report quoted from above was made, 
The results of this analysis are shown in the tables and graphs attached to this 
report and are summarized as follows: 

1, The data in table 1 and figure 1 for 1943-44 and in table 2 and figure 2 
for 1942-43 show that, as the Committee on Quality of Instruction earlier 
reported, Wisconsin is still at a substantial salary disadvantage in its 
upper rank as compared with these four other leading state universities, 
Tn 1943-44 (table 1, figure 1) the median salary for full professors at 
Wisconsin was from $200 to $750 lower than that at the other institutiens. 
The differences (except for instructors, in university B) are in the same 
direction for the other ranks but, in general, are Lesser in amount, : 
A comparison of average rather than median salaries reveals the same 
relations, — : a 

2. The most’ pronounced differences ‘between salaries at Wisconsin and the 
institutions with which it is compared are at the higher levels, This 

“is shown in figure 1 based on table 1. In 1943-44, for example, the 

University Faculty Document 714 —Novomber, 1944 .. ’ ve :
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9th decile (the point at 4nd above: which 10 pér:cent’ of: the salaries lie) 

for full professors at: Wisconsin was $6,000, 4 value which is from ; 
$1,000 to $1,750 lower: than those for the:other four state universities, 

The greater disparity at the higher salary levels is also revealed 

by the more detailed analysis on which figure 2 is based, ‘For instance in 
the L. & S. Group, the salaries of 20 per cent of the- full professors - 

f at Wisconsin lie above $5,500, The upper 20 per cent of professors!’ 
salaries in universities A, B and C, on the other hand, all lie above — 
$6,000, At university D the 20 per cent point is approximately $6,500. 

The other groups included in this chart show similar relations. 

It will be noted from table 1 that the 9th decile salary is 25 
per cent higher than the median salary for full professors at Wisconsin, 
The 9th decile salaries of full professors at universities A, B, C and D, 
on the other hand, are approximately 40 per cent above the corresponding 
median values, M3: ; ; Se 

It is clear, therefore, that not only are the average salaries 
of full professors higher at these other ‘institutions but also that 
salaries in this rank at the latter universities extend up to appreci- 

ably higher levels. ee pe 

3. It is further shown in figure 2 that the lower relativé salaries of 
full professors at Wisconsin characterize all the main administrative 
divisions in the University. The disparity is especially conspicuous 
in Law and Medicine, Due to variations in the terms of staff appoint— 
ments in the different medical schools, not accounted for in this study, 
the data for the Medical group, however, may not be comparable, 

4. Directly related to salary level for the different ranks is the distribu- 
tion of staff between ranks, Within’a given salary: budget, a higher propor- 
tion.of staff members in the upper ranks results in a lower average salary 
in those ranks.’ The percentage distributions for 1943-44 for full-time 

staff at Wisconsin and universities A, B, C, and Dare given in table 3, 

. The percentage of full professors in universities A and B is lower than 

at Wisconsin, the proportion at university C is thé same, and that at 
university D is appreciably higher, Wisconsin is somewhat above the 

: average of this group-of institutions in.the-proportion of staff members 

eee of the highest rank, Wisconsin stands second highest in this group in 
proportion of full-time staff members ‘Holding the‘rank-of associate 

: professor, and is second highest also in full professors and associate 
professors combined, The rate of promotion at Wisconsin to the rank at 

i which tenure is ordinarily attained, therefore, compares favorably with 
- that at the other institutions. It should be noted:in this connection, 

; however, that the proportion of full professors to associate professors 
at Wisconsin has: declined markedly. in recent years (table 4), From 
1929 to 1936 the ratio of full professors to associate professors ex- 
ceeded 2,25 in all years but two, During each of the past four years 

_the ratio has been below.1.50. The actual number of faculty members 
. dn each of these two ranks has increased in the last 15 years as the 

general trend of enrollment. has: been upward, The amount of the increase 
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(base, 1929-32) for associate professors, however, has been about 97 
3 percent as against 30 per cent for full professors, 

5. The data brought together in table 5 provide a basis for comparison of 
salaries for 1943-44 when the figures for full professors and associate 
professors are combined, ~The values used in these computations might 
be termed "sdlaries.as paid" since no distinction is made between staff 
members on the 12-month and academic year basis. When the saleries of 
full professors and associate professors are lumped together, as shown 
in column 2, there is-little difference between the averages for 

Wisconsin and universities B and D., The values for universities A and 
C, however, are higher than the value for Wisconsin. The second-—last 
column in table 5 shows the percentages of the total faculty salary 
budget at the five universities which are allocated to full and associ- 

_. ate professors taken together. Wisconsin stands third in this comparison. 
. Wisconsin ranks fourth in the.-percentage of the total faculty salary 

budget allocated to professors as shown in column 6 of table 5, and is 

fourth also in average salary paid to all full professors. : 

6.. the adjustments made in faculty compensation at Wisconsin. since 1932 
have resulted in a narrowing of the salary scale. The difference be- 
tween the average salaries of full professors and instructors for 
1944-45 is approximately $500 less than it was in 1929-32 (figure 3). 

Two-fifths of this amount represents the gain which has been made 
in average salary of instructors, The remainder is attributable to 
the decrease in average salary of full professors, This decrease has 
contributed to an impairment of our competitive position at the upper 

rank, 

7. Although this report. is primarily concerned with the need for salary 
adjustments within the University, that need is but a part of the 

larger problem of so conducting the affairs of the University as to 
enable it properly to discharge the functions intrusted to it. View— 
ing our current. competitive condition with respect to staff from 
this point of view it seems fitting to call attention to the fact 
that men are induced to join a university faculty not merely by the 
salary they are offered but also by the opportunity to do effective 
work within their chosen field, This opportunity depends to a large 
extent upon the existence of adequate physical facilities. This is 

‘ true in most if not all fields of education but it is particularly 

true in the’ field of the natural sciences, During the last two 
decades the development of the physical facilities of the University 
has approached a state of stagnation, In many of the institutions 
with which Wisconsin must compete, a normal building program has been 
carried on. In some the development of physical plant has been in- 
pressive, The result is that in many fields the University of Wisconsin 
is not able to offer working conditions as satisfactory as those which 

may be offered by a competing institution which is unable or is un— 
willing to offer a higher salary, -It is probably more unfortunate to 
lose to another institution a man we need because we cannot furnish 
him equally satisfactory working facilities than it is to lose him 

: ‘because the competing institution offers a higher salary than we can 
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pay. Certainly it is unfortunate to lose men because our physical 
equipment is inadequate.’ Both because our development has. been, much i 

delayed and because of the future demand we face, there is at the 
present time an urgent need for the development of our. physical facilities, 

% The Committee commends the steps recently taken by the President. and 
the Board of Regents in this direction, It trusts that the Legislature 
will recognize the urgency of the need they. point out,. = .>: 

: Salary Trends at Wisconsin : : = 

Figure 3 is appended to show the history of salary changes at the. 
University of Wisconsin during the last 15 years, The chart illustrates.the 
effect of the waivers applied in 1932 and 1933 on salary levels and the re- 
covery which has been made since 1937. Cnly among instructors has the aver- 
age salary regained and risen above the 1929-32 average. . The average salary 
of instructors for 1944-45 is about $200 higher than the 1929-32 figure. . 

For assistant professors the average salary for 1944-45 is about 70 below 
the 1929-32 level and that for associate professors is about $200 below. mt 

Full professors! salaries: for 1944-45 are about $300 below the pre-waiver 
figure. me ‘ 

It may be noted also from figure 3 that from 1939 to 1944, the war 
period, the average compensation of instructors has risen about $300, that 
of assistant professors and associate proféssors has changed only slightly, 
and the average salary of full professors has increased about $220, : 

Conclusions and Recommendations ee ‘ 

The Committee believes that plans should now be made looking forward to 

an adjustment of University salaries in the light of present and reasonably 
to be anticipated future economic and competitive conditions. - ..) ; oa 

The comparative economic status of the faculty has declined sharply during 
the past four years, Faculty salaries in general have risen only slightly in 
contrast with an estimated 25 per cent or moré increase in. cost of living, 
How permanent the increase in the cost of living which has taken place will 
be cannot of. course be foretold but it is quite certain to last throughout: 
the period of the war and there is ‘much reason to believe that it will continue 
for at least a considerable period of time after the war.is ended. The persis— 
tence of an unfavorable economic position can. lower professional standards: by 

reducing the individual faculty member's opportunity for the continued. intellectual 
growth in scholarship and research by which the effectiveness.of his. work is 
enhanced, . The Committee believes, therefore, that the time-has come when some 
reasonable adjustment of University salaries from the lowest to the highest. =. 
should be made upon the. basis of increased living costs. or : S 

That part of the report of the Committee dealing with the competitive ‘condi- 
tion of the University shows that Wisconsin compares unfavorably with the other 

four institutions with which comparison was made in the rank of full professor 
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and that this is true even when the restoration of waivers is taken into account. 
; This obviously puts Wisconsin at a disadvantage in respect to either retaining 

or securing the services of mature scholars, 

Competition with other educational institutions is likely to become rapidly 
keener with the return of students from the armed forees, Colleges and universi-. 
ties will have students in unprecedented numbers, New institutions for special 
kinds of education and training constitute a potential source of competition for 
trained personnel of which existing institutions must take account. 

The University must also face the prospect of competition from both government 
and industry for trained personnel, This is particularly true of the sort of person 
nel which would ordinarily be recruited from among graduate students, whose 
numbers have been sharply reduced during the war years. 

Moreover, many of the faculty who have been on leave have formed associations 
which enable them to command salaries quite disproportionate to those which they 
have been receiving from the University. Reasonable adjustments of their salaries 
in the light of this fact are to be anticipated, Such adjustments will certainly 
call for some corresponding adjustment of the salaries of those staff members who 

have remained in the service of the University. 

The Committee believes that a general salary revision should be undertaken 
as soon as possible because if salary adjustments are delayed or are made only 
in response to acute post-war competition, there is danger that they will benefit 
chiefly those in fields in which the demand for personnel currently is the most 
brisk and in age classes most favorable to change of location. 

The Committee further believes that the amount devoted to this salary revi- 
sion should be substantial, The Committee does not feel prepared to suggest a 
specific amount, but has confidence that the Administration, in view of the situa- 
tion which we have pictured and the data we have herein gathered, will wisely 
decide what that amount should be and how to make these needs known to the people 
of Wisconsin, 

THE UNIVERSITY COMMITTER 

Agard, W. R. 

Brink, R. A, (Chm) 

Kiekhofer, W. H, 

Rundell, 0. S. 

Sevringhaus, E, L. 

Woodburn, J. G. (Sec'y) 

Note: copies of this report were filed with President Dykstra, October 24, 
1944 for his use and with the request that the Administrative Committee of the 
University place it on the calendar for the meeting of the University Faculty, 
November 6, 1944, 
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Table 1 — COMPARISON OF SALARIES BY RANK FOR WISCONSIN AND FOUR COMPETITIVE 

STATE UNIVERSITIES FOR 1943-44 (Academic year basis) 

University B} University C | University D 

Professor 
(1) Median 4,800 5050 5074 5550 5000 

(2) Average 4,960 5413 5108 5689 5451 

(3) 9th decile 6000 7250 7000 7750 7200 

Ratio (3):(1) | 1.25 tas 1.38 1.40 Lak 

Assoc, Professor 
Median 3500 * 3560 4,050 3900 

Average 3602 * 3545 3896 3745 

9th decile 4,000 * 4,000 4850 4200 

Asst. Professor 
Median 2800 * 2938 34,00 3000 

Average 2931 * 2882 3304 2976 

9th decile 3500 * 3250 4250 3300 

Instructor 
Median 2250 * 2113 2300 2600 

Average 2200 * 2084 2170 2448 

9th decile 2600 * 21,00 3000 2800 

* Comparable data not available.



te 
Table 2 — FACULTY SALARIES AT WISCONSIN AND FOUR COMPETITIVE STATE UNIVERSITIES 

BY COLLEGE AND RANK FOR 1942-43 

(Academic year except Medical Group which is on 12-months! basis) 

Wisconsin University University University University 
A B C D 

; Av, Sal. Avy Sale Avy Sale Av. Sal Av. Sal. 

PROFESSORS 

L & S$ Group $4857 $5561 | $5023 $5259 $5588 
- Engineering 4793 5258 4935 4892 5733 
Agriculture 4,788 4,936 5007 ~ 5207 
Law 5372 7200 6500 7565 6533 

Average 4854, 5384 5066 5503 9520 

Medical Group 5709 6218 5857 6931 6318 

ASSOCLlATE PROVFPESS ORS 

L & S Group $3641 $3392 $3844 $3626 
Engineering 3711 3425 3269 3692 
Agriculture 3664 (2) 3522 — 3917 
Law 3633 3333 4,900 5000 

Average 3657 3412 3709 Bae 

Medical Group 4,004, 3767 4636 3767 

ASSISTANT PROFESSORS 

L & S Group $2845 \ $2753 $3006 $2863 

Engineering 2882 2746 2872 2864 
Agriculture 2849 (1) 2569 _ 3099 

Average 2849 2125 2970 297i: 

Medical Group 3020 2732 3639 2917 

PEWS: ER UCT OR 38 o 

L & S Group $2045 $1971 $2081 $2303 

Engineering 2139 2028 pole: 2453 
Agriculture 2256 (1) 2044 — 2563 ; 

Average 2113 1999 2127, 2458 

Medical Group | | 1869 2121 1822 2373 

(1) Comparable data not available,



Table 3 — PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF FULL-TIME STAFF BY RANKS AT 
WISCONSIN AND FOUR OTHER LEADING STaTE UNIVERSITIES IN 1943-44 

ie Uhre Seen gee ea Sa aN, Cae a eee eek Rae Pema ee eee ee 

University Professors Assoc. Profs, Asst. Profs, Instructors 

aS EE SA a eee gee 

Wisconsin 29.0 19.9 24.3 26.7 

A 23.8 % * * 

B 26.1 14.8 25.6 3305 

c 29.0 18.2 2304 2904 

D 3408 28.4 25.3 11.4 

*Data not comparable, 

Table 4 -—- THE CHANGE IN PROPORTION OF STAFF MEMBERS AT 
THE TWO UPPER RANKS AT WISCONSIN DURING THE LAST15 YEARS 

Academic Number 

tee Full Professors Assoc, Professors Ratio a/b | 
1929-30 173 76 ; 2,28 

1930-31 ag 85 2.10 

1931-32 183 82 2625 

1932-33 186 7h 2.51 

1933-34 183 75 2ehk 

1934-35 2 ASe 72 2.61 

1935-36 186 80 2632 

1936-37 194, 85 2,28 

1937-38 203 LOL 1.95 

1938-39 209 107 1.95 

1939-40 209 i14 1.83 

1940-41 oir 142 1.48 

1941-42 225 154 1,46 

1942-43 234, 164 1.43 

: 1943-hd 236 162 1.46
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Table 5 —- OVER-ALL COMPARISON OF AVERAGE SALARIES AT THE 
TWO UPPER FACULTY RANKS: AND PROPORTION OF TOTAL 

FACULTY SALaRY BUDGET ALLOCATED TO THESE RANKS. 
: DATA ARE FOR 1943-44 

University (acad. year and 12 mos.) budget allocated to 
Prof. and Assoc. Prof, and = 

Wisconsin 4,679 5236 3869 62.5 41.5 

A (4941)* 5413 | (3949) (56.3) 41.8 

B 4654 522k 3649 56,1 40.2 

C 5024 5689 3896 64.3 45.8 

D 4648 5451 3745 7h oL 4765 

Rank of 

Wis. 
: ¢ 

*Salary data for ranks below full professor at university A are not fairly 
comparable with those from the other institutions, hence the brackets.
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Figure 1 -~ MEDIAN (Sf4PPLAD ) AND OT DECILE (ENTIRE BAR) SALARIES 
OF FULL PROFESSORS aT WISCONSIN AND FOUR COMPETITIVE STATE 

UNIVERSITIES IN 1943-4, 
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Figure 3 -- WISCONSIN SALARY AVERAGES, 1931-1944 
2 FULL-TIME STAFF 10 MONTHS BASIS (00 OMITTED) 
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STOP  KODRESS $e — 
~~ , ' AN, nu Wor? | YOUR MA thy feemeeemsoy 
Syn ‘ TO R : oa | 

git Mos STREET AD pee 27 
7938 NUM BORE 

Dr. F. T. Thwaites 

Seience Hall 

Madison, Wiseonsin



— -Auited States National Museum 
” WASHINGTON; D.C. yp aes 

: : February. 26, 1931 

I acknowledge, with thanks, the receipt of aa paper entitled: 

The Glover Bluff Structure, a Disturbed Area in the 

Paleozoics of Wisconsin = a 

Very truly yours, 

BE. O, ULRICH.



: THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

: ; Madison 6 

August 19, 1946 

Prof, Frederik T. Thwaites 
Science Hall 

Dear Prof. Thwaites: 

The Regents of the University of Wisconsin have reap- 

pointed you assistant professor of geology 

for the academic year 1946-47, at a salary of $3,600 for the 

period. (This includes $300 from the Department of State Geologist.) 

In establishing the salaries for 1946-47 the Regents 

added 20% to the first $2000 of the 1945-46 salary rate. This ; 

is an emergency increase. It is understood, of course, that 

salaries are established annually inasmuch as the Regents are not 

legally empowered to make commitments beyond the period for which 

the Legislature has appropriated funds to the University. 

Yours very truly, is ee 

COLE a 
Ae C Mii 
The Regents of the University 

2 of Wisconsin
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Arhewtt 
DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY AND MINERALOGY 

Dee. 5, 1946 

Prof. F.T.Thwaites 
Dept. of Geology 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Professor Thwaites: 

Thank you for your ecard of November 15th. I am 
wondering if you will be attending the G.S.A. meetings. 

I would enjoy visiting with you again and I would like 

to ask what you know about the buried soils near Regina, 

Canada. Dr. Kirk Bryam has suggested that I work them 
next summer on an Academy of Arts and Science grant. : 

What you write about your proposed text on Geo- 

morphology interests me a great deal. There is need 
for a text that is a combination of Fenneman, Loebeck, 
and Von Engeln. Atwood's Phys. North Amer. would be 
all rianeht there were more geology in it and no 

geography’, I hope you plan to cut "cross-lots" in your 
text and I will be looking forward to its publication. 

This part of the country is rich in nearly all phases 
of geology and geologists. I find it not only very 

congenial but very inspiring,too, to be in New England. 
The twelve years spent up and down the Rocky Mts. certainly 
stands in good stead here. The oil company work of last 
summer'was a terrific grind but the results were good. 
I think we have proved beyond a doubt that fossil plant 

spores are as good or better than forams in stratigraphy. 
That work still goes on in a reduced form until June, then 

I will go back on a full time until September. After that 
I plan to make a hurried trip to Western Canada. 

I hope you willbe at the G.S.A. meetings this Christmas. 

Sin Vi 

L.R.Wilson 
LW:bs Chairman of Department 

= ;



oe Dee. 9, 1946 Ses 

Dr. Te Re Wilson, ek ye 

Massachusetts State College, sas 
Awherst, Vasenchnaetts 

Dear Wilsons : 

: Youre of the Sth is &t hand, 1 am heoine te 
: be tn © tenge for one dav only, Mecembder 27th, Phat is . . 5 

I will try to be there 4” trains are not too crowled to 
get on. fT 448 net atten to cet = room beaauce Y d4d 
not want te keep one ewmy from those who live farther 
array, 

: ; Tem afraid that FT kmow nothine about the buried 
soils in Canada, fT heve read of them but have not been 
up there since 191% exsent for a brief trip in 1°40, = d : 

The peomervholozy has kept me busy sll fall. 
: Y hove the text mimeogravhed tut no iliuetretions dene. 

: How seon I can gat it ready for publicetion is a problem. 
The line of approach is mite different from that of any 
of the others being based on physical principles instead 
of eneyalities. If it ever comes out those whe do net 

: laugh it aside will probably ignere it, that is the olde : 
tiners, Younzer geologists my teke to the ifen but 
older ones never, I fear. Nowever, T may be mistaken. 

: Hoving to see you at Shieage, : 

Sineerely, A
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: 41 Roby Road, 
3 Madison 5, Wisconsin. 

November 9, 1946. 

Mr. Howard MeCeffery, : 
Circulation Department, : 

Wisconsin state Journal, ; 
j Madison 3, Wisconsin, 

Dear Mr. McCaffery: é : 

on September 18, 1946 Tom rote Mejor Byron M. Bozarth, 
Special service gection, Camp McCoy, Wisconsin as follows and inclosed ~ 
a stamped envelope for a reply: : 

"Inasmuch as no one wae ever et home during the day, 
: : I did not collect at your house every week. when I called, 

the night of September 13, I found the house vacant ani 
atopved delivering the Wisconsin State Journal the next day. 
Y delivered the paper for eix full weeks, namely August 3, 10, 17, 
24, and Sl, and September 7, et twenty-five cents ($0.25) per 
week ané through Tridey, September 13. As J do not know just 

; wh_at dey you left town, I am asking you to pay for the number of 
days you were here, : : 

" amount that you can pay me on this account will be 
much crn\reoia ted by my partmer ani me." : 

fom Just informed me that you would tend te this matter 
for him. ‘Thanking you for whatever you can do, I am 

Yours very truly, E 

: _ Mrs. FT. Tinvaites



2 “hyp a8 Ais x é . 

41 Roby Road, : a : 
: Medison 5, wisconsin, 

September 18, 1946. 

; ‘ 

Majer Byron M. Rorerth, ; e 
a cae eee 3 

MeCey, Fisconsin. é es 

Dear Sirs 2 : : : 

yu tte ae 3 
Iusemach #8 you-rsre gover ot theme Curing the day, 

I 4f4 not collect et your house every week. Whon T called the 

night of September 13, ¥ found the house veeant on’ stopped de- 

* livering the Vircensin state Journal the nert day. I delivered ; 

| the paper for six fvll veeks, nemoly August 3, 10, 17, 24, and Sl, - 

and. Sentember 7, at twenty-five sents (90.25) per week and through 

Friday, September 12. s2 T do not-lmow Just what day you left ; 

town, J am asking you to pey for. the nember of days you were 

here, 4 fs : ; 

. Ay amount that you con pay me on this account will : 

: De much appreciated by my portmer ant mo. 

Yours very truly, 

thomas Thwaites :



z LI ~ 
by Pa OV ae 

- STS Ay 
THIS SIDE OF CARD IS FOR ADDRESS . Srey eee 

tf 
* F. T. Thwaites, yj 

}» 
41 Roby Road, . 

Nadison 5, Wisconsin



Bayfield, Wis.0et.9,1946. 

Dear Mr.Thwaites: 

Have no record of your letter of the 9th. 

Was out of town at that time,but that should make 

no difference.As requested have just ordered from 

the Canning Co.two cases of green and one case of 
wax beans to be shipped to you by Express at once. 
These will be the uncut number two or three as 
requested. Incidently am not Express Agent now as 

Roweronsttih nord tone Senate toe eee if of ver e r 
Mr.Muelir. y Pest regards to yourselves ang 

Sincerel * YOM Ahi g hn
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‘ =. : Cot. &, 1946 : 

: 1m Bogh D. Winbicier, Agent, 
way Fxowess CO. : aC oe 

: Beyfield, Wiseonain. 

Dear Mr. Winbiglor: : ; 

On Sept. 9 last I wrote you as 
follows but have had no revly. 

: Could you please express me 
some cases of beans from the loecel cannery? : 

: If podetdie we would ltke two e 
: : ences of green beans an’ one Of wax all preferably 

wneut. However, we will be lad to take whatever : 
you can set for us, S$1,¢ shovld be either 2 or ? 
S as before. : : : 

% : ; We are still enjoying the etraw- 
berries anil rashberries you cent last summer to 
Mr, Oscar yeeller, =v fothor-in-ler. 

: Best repezds, 

Sincerely, : 

N :



i Sept. 9, 1946 4 

Mr. Hugh }. Tinbimer, I : 
Railway Topress Agent, | i 
Berfiels, Wiseonsin © : 

Dear Vr, Vindlclers i 

3 : Gould you please exprens me sone casos 
; of beans from the local oommery? i ; 

1? poastble we would tke twe (2) eases : 
of groom ‘boans ani ons of wax all preferably ungut. 

: However, wo will be gist to take whatcver you can get 
for us. Stra chowld be either 2 er 2 as before. 

: _ Wo ape st422 enjoying the strawberries 
ani raspberries you sent Last summer to iy. Oscar Imeller, 
wy father-in-Lav. Z : 

Best regards, : 

Sincerely,
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: August 7, 1946 

Dear Prof. Thwecks: 
i 

Will you kindly note the change in my 
mailing address effective September 1, 1946, 
I am leaving Coe College to become Chairman 
of the Geology Department at Massachusetts 
State College, Amherst, Masse 

Yours very truly, 

Le Re Wilson
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Mrs. F. T, Thwaites 

hl No. Roby Road 

Madison, Wisconsin



Dear Mrs, Thwaites 
We are happy to inform you that Robert 

has been accepted in the Reading Clinic at The University 
of Wisconsin for the 1948 summer session. The Clinic will 
open at 9 o'clock Tuesday, July 6. It is located on the 
second floor of the Washington School. Use the Bedford” 
Street entrance, 

If you have not already done so, send us the fee of 
$7.50 payable to The University of Wisconsin. Mail it to 
Professor T. L. Torgerson, Education-Engineering Building. 
If you cannot do this, it may be paid on the opening day 
of the Clinic. 

4 z, Very truly yours, 

ee! ee 7h: 7s ape aii 

ers od T. L. Torgerson, Chairman 
University Reading Clinic



: UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

Department of Geology 
Science Hall 
Madison 6 

July S, 1948 

Departmental News Letter 

Greetings from the labyrinths of Science Hall. It is a long time since 
some of you have been in to see us and it may be a long time till some of 

you will, There have been some changes in which all of you as well as we 

are interested so we thought we'd tell you about them. ‘The post-war veriod 
has been hectic and denartmental reconstruction has not eased the pressure, 
But now that things are taking shape we have a breathing spell and we hope 
to drop you folks a note like this rather regularly from now on. It has 

been on the books to do so before this. 

Everyone knows that C. K, Leith, Ww. H. Twenhofel and A, N. Winchell 
retired a few years ago. Dr. Leith still syends his summers here in Madison 
but the others have moved out. We miss them, Recruiting a new staff is not 
like hiring an office boy and has taken a great deal of our time and effort 
-- endless correspondence, interviews, questions to interested friends and 
running down suggestions. Young men have been sought and still younger men 
are being sought. We are gambling but cautiously. 

One of our objectives has been to expand the so-called "soft rock" end 
of the denartuent to try to bring it into balance with the hard rock end, 
without, however, robbing the hard rock end of any of its past emphasis. For 
a great many years more than half of our student placement has been in petro- 
leum geology and related fields but that section of our staff has not been 
correspondingly large, We have, we believe, succeeded in establishing a new 
development in paleontology, stratigraphy and petroleum geology without weak 
ening the department's traditional coverage. This is not intended to comare 
new young men with the departmental pillars - but. just as the departmental 
pillars themselves started out as new young men so we hope our new selections 
will be even equivalent pillars in a few years. 

Lct's introduce the newer members, whom some of you know and some of you 

don't, And suppose we also review the new course assignments to some of the 
old timers. 

Stan Tyler is certainly not a new menber. He is teaching structural 
geology and metamornhic geology and has the enthusiastic endorsement of the 

grads. He also covers pre-Cambrian geology and sedimentation, This year 
three of our five Ph.D. candidates did their theses with Stan. Stan expects 
to give up Engineering Geology after next year. 

Fred Thwaites, still in charge of geomorphology and glacial geology, has 
expanded the course in mapping to give more than fifty students at a time a 
good foundation for future ficld work, Fred is preparing a text on geomor- 
phology.



* ae 

Lewis Cline is still "new" though he has been hore for three years. He 
came to us from Iowa indirectly and from Standard Oil directly. He concen- 

trates on stratigraphy and petrolcoum geology and is interested in resoarch 
primarily in paleo-ecology. 

Iuke Thompson devotes hinsclf to paleontology and micropaleontology. 
He occupies the quartors formerly occupiod by sedimentation. Fusulinids and 
similar micro fossils are his profession and hobby. He turns out a prodigious 
amount of work which has earned him an international reputation, 

Gene Cameron camo here from the U. S&S G. S., chicfly to give us coverage 
in non-metallic mineral deposits to which he-gave his main attention during 
the war, Gene is also toaching mincragraphy (polished sections if you pro- 
fer), He is undertaking a large scale investigation of the lead and zinc 

ores of southwestern Wisconsin and adjacont territory. 

Three new men aro joining our staff in Scptomber. They arc;~- 
Lowoll Laudon, from Kansas, who will take over geology 1 as his main 

toaching load but will also teach stratigraphic paleontology. His rescarch 
students, some of whom have come with him are working in the joint fields of 
stratigraphy and paleontology. Lowell, togcther with Lewis and Iuke give us 
a potroleum unit of which we are justly proud. We think thoy will do for 
that branch of our departmont what others have dono for other branches. 

George Woollard, now of Princoton and Woods Holc, is coming here to 
teach gcophysics. George has a fine background of completed research, He is 
primarily a geologist and he talks our languago. In a discussion which hoe : 
gave our geology club, he stirred up real enthusiasm among our grad group. 
We are looking forward to Gcorge's contribution, 

Sheldon Judson who took his Ph.D. at Harvard this spring under Kirk 
Bryan will take over Fred Thwaites work when Fred retires. Sheldon's chiof 
intorest is glacial goology which he will continue to unravel for Wisconsin's 
benofit. 

We anticipate adding one more man in economic geology and we think we 

know who ho is. He is interested in Wisconsin too. It would not be fair to 
him to mame him in public till his mind is made up. We want him for metallic 
minoral deposits and alliod subjects, % 

Also, we hope to have an x-ray crystallographer in our group before too 
long. So far he is not named and wo are open to suggestion - provided he is 
young, onergetic and gives promise of boing the best there is, We are 

listoning$ : 

I myself am covering mincralogy and petrology with the help of Bob Gates 
and some other grad students. When I have completed my stretch at my present 
clerical job and have turned it ovor to the next, I'll find more time for lab 

work than I find now. 

Mrs. Nilsson who knows and serves the departments interests as well as 
any of us is still with us. What would Seicnce Hall be without its roof, 
its front stcps or without Mrs. Wilsson!
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Mrs. Zvelyn MacDonald shares her work now but on a temporary basis while 
her GI husband goes to school. She has already entrenched herself with the 

entire group. 

Fred Wilhelm is hore too but a dejectcd Fred without the muscum, The 
main museum across the the street is aftor him but so far he has not taken 
their bait. 

Jerry Toal has moved to the Art School ~ behind those frostcd windows. 

This year the University found itself greatly crowded for space and 
decided we had one wing too many in Science Hall. Thoy gave it to geography! 
We are thorefore using every corner of the basement for teaching purposes 

and oxnect to continue being crowded until the anatomy department moves out : 
of the building. Our student credits are now 248% of what they were in 1940 
and our space is 86% of what it was in 1940, To case tho situation we are 
converting half of the muscum into class rooms and officos, and we feel 
lucky to have had that cushion. Furthor developmont of the department will 
be most difficult until and unless the space is cased, 

The U. S. Geological Survey, Lake Superior branch is now housed with us, 
We were unable to give them much space but are overjoyed to have thom with 

us. Carl Dutton is in charge. 

In carly May we were forced to close our enrollment of graduate students 
for next year for lack of space - thoy number 55. ‘They carry the teaching 
burden in clomontary laboratorics and their limitation therefore closes our 
potential cnrollment in elementary courses, It's a spiral that can't be 
beaten without space. 

Noxt timo I'll give you more on the rescarch that is boing done. We'd 
like also to have some notes of and from you to include - please don't be 
modest, we'll rewrite it without quotcs - we really want to know, as you do, 

what you are doing, and the only cffective way to get it is from you. 

Best regards from us to you. 

Rx Ee Ponmcsice 

R, C, Emmons 
For the staff.



A Tentative Constitution for the FRIENDS OF THE UNIVERSITY 

OF WISCONSIN LIBRARY 

Article I. The object of this organization shall be to stimulate interest in the 

growth and enrichment of the University of Wisconsin Libraries. 

Article II. The affairs of the FRIENDS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN LIBRARY 

shall be managed by an Executive Committee which shall have power to 

authorize expenditures from the Friends' Fund. 

Article III. The Executive Committee shall consist of the President, the Secretary- 

Treasurer and three members at large who shall be elected for three 

year terms , the term of one expiring each year. 

Article IV. Membership in the FRIENDS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN LIBRARY shall 

be open to anyone who contributes annually one dollar (or more) to the 

Friends' Fund, or in the opinion of the Executive Committee has other- 

wise contributed to the enrichment of the University Library. The 

‘names of all FRIENDS shall be entered in an appropriate register. 

Each member of the FRIENDS shall receive, gratis, a copy of each : 

issue of The Library Messenger as it is published. 

Article V. All moneys contributed by members shall be credited to the Friends' 

Fund, as set up by the Board of Regents of the University of Wisconsin, 

unless the donor has indicated some other disposition. This Fund : 

shell be used for the purchase of books, manuscripts or documents for 

the University Libraries upon the authorization of the Executive : 

Committee. 

Article VI. This constitution may be amended by the majority of those present at 

any annual meeting of the FRIENDS provided notice of tne proposed 

amendment has been given in the call of the meeting. 

‘



By-Laws of THE FRIENDS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN LIBRARY 

Article I. The officers of the FRIENDS shall be a President and a Secretary- 

Treasurer. The President shall be elected at the annual meeting. 

The Director of the University Libraries shall be ex-officio 

Secretary-Treasurer; he may delegate one of his associates to act in 

his place. 

Article II. The President and the Secretary-Treasurer shall have the usual powers 

and duties of those offices. 

Article III. There shall be at least one meeting of the FRIENDS each year, 

designated as the annual meeting, which shall be held as near 

University Commencement time as feasible, Other meetings for dis- 

cussion and refreshrent may be held at the discretion of the 

Executive Committee. Such meetings may be open to the general public. 

Article IV. The Secretary-Treasurer shall make an annual report to the FRIENDS 

listing all members, gifts of books and manuscripts and other 

library material, and indicating the total amount of contributions, 

bequests ané gifts, as well as expenditures from the Friends' Fund. 

Article V. These by-laws may be amended at any annual meeting by a majority vote 

of the members present.
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COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 

CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
ITHACA, NEW YORK 

DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY : 

February 8, 1949 

Professor Frederik T. Thwaites 
Science Hall 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Thwaites: 

‘ Under separate cover, I am sending you 
a contribution for your collections (if you regard 
the specimen deserving--otherwise throw it out!) 
from the department and the collector, Dr. Victor 
Schmidt, a rounded pebble of conglomerates which 
(correlated with other specimens of the same kind) 
I regard as quite objective proof of multiple 
glacial advances in Central New York, far inside 
the ice-border deposits of this region. 

Such pebbles or boulders (and Dr. Schmidt 
now has collected 100 or more) are found in glacial 
deposits, i.e.:; outwash gravels, kames, and kame : 
terraces. They are far more firmly cemented than 
any post glacial conglomerate material in these 
parts. And note the pebble itself is stream rounded. 

The pebble makes a very nice piece to use 
as an examination test item with classes studying 
glacial geology beyond the elementary stage. The 
students are told that the specimen was found in 
amass of unconsolidated glacial gravels, Also, 
that such pebbles are found widely distributed. 
(See paper accompanying the specimen). They go 
on from there to account for its existence and 
characteristics. ‘ 

I am wishful that you find the specimen 
as interesting and convincing as I do. 

Very truly yours, 

ca 
Ch CE, : “fete 

Oo. D. von Engeln
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| April 24, 1950 

Prof, Harvey A, Uber 
State Teachers College 
Milwaukee 11, Wis, 

Deer Uber: 

In reply to yours of the 19th, Holy Hill appears to be 
the filling of a hole which melted through the ice during the forue- 
tion of the Kettle Mornine, It is classed as ® poulin Kane, The 
filling of such holes is mainly gravel, Many eonicel hills 
occur north of that place, particularly in Sheboygan County, 

I well remember our field trips with Martin, Things are 
mach different today and I have trouble locating many of the places 
we visited after the modern changes, Thompson has taken over field 
geclegy so I get out only on Glacial Geology and Mapping tripe, My 
oldest boy is a freshman this year, The old Hudson was sold out Yest 
in 1922, 

Very truly yours, 

F, T, Thwaites 

Ptsae
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KEES UNITED STATES “a e 
aS a DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
CN eearhad GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 

eae 9 WASHINGTON: 25, D.C. 

Dr. Eéwin B. Fred Nov 5 1954 
President, University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Yisconsin 

Dear Dr. Freds 

nee fe Se ores a are Seen SOs eee 
accorded te our Ground Water Short Course personnel on the ; 
of the schooling held at the University of Wisconsin, Septeuber 3~15. 
i wish especially to comsend Mr. S. Lee Burns, Director, Division of 
Residences Helis, who was directly responsible for arranging housing 

accoumodations in Conover Hall and meals in the Kronshage liall 
cafeterias and Mr. Alden White, Secretary of the Faculty, who arranged 

= = rt itingy of Gale thee Gl your faculty and staff gve abundantly and 
Se Oe ee ees ie ueitas s cals Ge 
Department, whose assistance in directing a geologic field on | 
Sunday, Septesber &, to the Baraboo Range and Devils lake was extrenely 2 
helpful and will long be remembered by the participants. 

The very cordial and sincere spirit of cooperation with which 
we were received, both by your organization and by the State Geological 3 
Survey, under Mr. 5. F. Bean, makes us glad indeed that our first j 
anenge Se ehveneety Seen stumnbton of pronase. eee DoT } 
personnel was held at the University of + We fee) that it } 
ee eer Saree Oe See Se Se eee ee ee ee ! 
achLeved is owing the University. 

Very truly yours, : 

Acting Director 

- 
to: Messrs. Bean, Thwaites, 

— Burns, White, and Drescher 

: 
aa 

™ 

5 _ 
wig Pa:
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WALTER F. GEORGE, GA., CHAIRMAN 3 

iaawamce Seem WinitedD Dtates Senate 
WAYNE MORSE, OREG. COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS 

FRANCIS 0. WILCOX, CHIEF OF STAFF 

February 23, 1955 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites, Geologist 
41 North Roby Road 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: 

I was delighted to receive your splendid letter 
of February 2lst setting forth your views in opposition 
to the proposed Echo Park Dam Project in the Dinosaur 
National Momument. 

You and I very definitely agree on this matter, 
as is evidenced by the fact that I have communicated 
to my colleagues who serve on the Senate Interior 
Committee my own vigorous objections to this project. 

With sincere appreciation for your interest in 
this matter, and with kindest wishes, I am 

' 
Sincerely y, s 

AW:de exander Wiley :



(GUY CORDON, OREG., CHAIRMAN 

EUGENE D. MILLIKIN, COLO. JAMES £. MURRAY, MONT. 

GEORGE W. MALONE, NEV. CLINTON P. ANDERSON, N. MEX. 

over owsrsnscoano | Menace Wash 
Teen tononere wo” Abrowcenmoi Wnited States Denate 
EDWARD D. CRIPPA, WYO. ‘THOMAS A. BURKE, OHIO 

COMMITTEE ON 

RINKERY Scorn ah INTERIOR AND INSULAR AFFAIRS 

February 28, 1955 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
4 North Roby Road 
Madison 5, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: 

I have taken the liberty of forwarding your letter . 

to Mr. G. E. Untermamof Vernal, Utah, a fellow geologist 
who, together with his wife,surveyed the area which is now 
Dinosaur National Monument. I have taken this liberty 
with your correspondence because I sincerely believe an 

objective interchange of ideas between you on a professional 
basis may prove to be enlightening and encouraging to you 

both, because my observation of your comments indicate 

that some of the misinformation presently being circulated ; 
about this project has reached your attention. 

Before closing, I wish to express my sincere apprecia- 

tion for your taking the time to advise me of your views. 

Sincerely yours, 

—— —_ 

Arthur V. Watkins 
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THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 
Madison 6 

October 18, 1955 

Mr. Fredrik T. Thwaites 
1 North Roby Road 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: 

I have been asked by the Administrative Committee 

to inform you of the following Regent action of 

September 10, 1955, 

That the fee for parking on the campus be 
waived for emeritus members of the faculty 
who receive no compensation from the Uni- 
versity, when approved by the dean or 

director. 

Sincerely yours, 

Chthenr. WIL 
ALDEN W. WHITE 
Secretary of the Faculty 

AWW ? ew



THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

OFFICES OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 

Madison 6 

Vice President July 295 195 Trust Officer 
Business and Finance 

Professor Frederik T, Thwaites 
211 Seience Hall 

Dear Professor Thwaitess: 

Enclosed is a fully executed copy of a special contract 
for special services between you and The Regents of The University 
of Wisconsin. 

The contract provides that you shall be employed in the 
College of Letters and Science on a part-time basis during the 
19555 academic year at a salary of $3850. 

This special contract was approved by the Regents at 
their meeting on June 17, 195h. 

Yours very truly, 

He F. Kroening, As + 
to the Vice Presi 

HFE/mst 

Ente 

cc: President E, B, Fred 
Dean Ro Bo Doremus 
Mre G, F. Hanson 

Mre Clarke Smith 
Miss Jean Dorman



aS, te Be iui RSE Seumelt ag ae Sa 1 

ee pe 

: IT IS HEREBY AGREED by and between The Regents of The Universit; ; q 
of Wisconsin, of the City of Madison, County of Dane, in the State of __ 

: Wisconsin, hereinafter called the Regents, and Assistant Professor Emeri' 3 
Frederik T. Thwaites, of the City of Madison, County of Dane, State of at \ see 
Wisconsin, hereinafter called Assistant Professor Thwaites, that Assi a \S 
Professor Thwaites shall be employed by the Regents on a part-time basis oem \ 2 
for the period July 1, 195 to June 30, 1955, as Assistant to the State # 
Geologist and for the 195-55 academic year to perform instructional Togas 
services in Geology. Total salary $3850; chargeable as follows: $1500 Ro ns 
Wisconsin Geological Survey, $1000 Underground Water Resources, and $1350 ee 
College of Letters and Science. . Pas 

This contract is made pursuant to rules adopted by the Regents in ee - 
June 1937, providing for employment of retired members of the faculty for — 
special services on special contract at the discretion of the Regents, but — t 
not as members of the regular staff. mee : 

Signed: THE REGENTS OF THE INIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

a Th ya VLMa 
“Ke Matt. Werner, President = 

oe 
ingles y 
a 

Countersigned: C8 By J Ze ; 
ame SON ANAD ref 

Clarke Smith, Secfetary = —_— 
ee eet s ae Fe os J 

Signed: yy 9 —- a? 
A2MN\A . Dash Oi eee = 
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APPROVED: Te is oS oot 
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B. fred; Presi ee 
University of Wisconsin ee 

: = a 

tee ae He feo = Pio ee 
College of Letters and Science : eS 

: Le 

- Fe Hanson eee ae: 
State Geologist ieee es 
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Bibliography of Pleistocene in Wisconsin ce a a pine Ne 

ome Bean, 3. F., and Thompson, J. Wy, dx ( 1944) “Topography and geology of the Brule ‘ 
5 : i Ba sing Wise Acad. Sci., Tvans., vol, 36, De Yon? ‘ fe 

ae Bretz, J. H,, (1950) Glacial lake Merrimac, 11, Acad, Sel., Trans., vol. 43, Pp 

—-  BLsworth, %, Wy, and Wilguss We Lep ( 1930) the varved clay deposit ab Vaupaca, 
Wises Wis. Acad. Scie» Transes Vol. 25, Pe 9o—111, ‘ ae 

Ellsworth, i, We» ( 1902) Varved clays of Wisconsin, Wis, Acad. Soles Trenses = - 
ce . VOL, B75 De APB, nee ; oe ; i : : 

_ Fries, Gari Jr., (1938) Geology and groun’ vater of the Trout Lake Regions oe 
“Vilas Comijy, Wisconging Wis, Acad, S¢iey Transe, vol, Sly p, 505-322. ie 

“Harder, A. i., and Dradchar, Ws Jes (1954) Groundwater conditions i southwestern — - 
Langlade Gounty, Wisconsin, J. %. Geol, Survey Water «Supply Faper 1294 dee 

ae Hole, F. %, (1943) Correlation of the siacial border éxirt of north coutral ae, 
: Wisconsin, 4m. Jour. Seisy vol. 241, p, 499516 Come ty : a : 

“Haff, be dey (1941) the seddnontolocy ana phystography of Wisconsin glacial - 
: ovtwash, aions the Chipvewg “iver, Dlis Acad. Seley Trense, vol. 345 ps 167. neeN 

-. |. Mathiesen, J. 2.5 (1940) ‘the Pledstoeenc of par “oat northwestern Wistontiing 6: > 3% - 
: Wiss. AGad, SGise Tvans.s vol. 22, p. J5l=272, 3 oe = Ee ey See 

Murray, Rs Ge» (1953) ‘The petrology of the Cary ond Valders tills of northeastern = 
: Wisconsin, atiocmubrdetqocinemy parma 4m. Jour. Sei,, vel, 251, — 

Re Lebo : a SR ee eat tae : 

* Stmattonm Gy Gyo € 3548) the wider dict of Wisoonsing Sei. Montidy, vol. 58 p. 
iinet : en ee ae, ‘ es 

: Thwaitess Fy Ts, (1929) Glacial soolosy of art of Vilas County, Wisconsin, Vise : ; 
S ACs SChes Tranges voi, atey Pe 109-125 “ oe Be t ee % 

5 Thwadtes, TT. ( 1848) Pledetocens of part of northeastern Wiseontin, Geol, Soe. ee 
: Hiiey Blley Vol Sty pv, S7-344 ; : ne fee 

 Thweites, I... (1049) ‘Geoniorphology ef the basin of Leke Michig ny Mich, Acods gee 
i j Scisy aperss Vol. 23, p, 240-251 oe ee en ag s ‘ 

: - Thweaites, F, 7., and Bertrand, Kenneth ( 1957) Pisistocene geolery ofthe Mer. 
Peninsula, Wisconsin, Geol. Sve, ams, Bull., vols 68, p. U5l-820 peeve os 
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. Leave out from list in Spesiel Paper 60: A larich { ovscure publication now covered. 

¥ Tiwaites a Hole ( abstract, final papor listed above); Whitson { 1916) - 

Corectiont Martin( 1916) ahowld be Bull, 38 ropublighod 4a 1982 : lx eS 
A411 theses because not easily seen, cae : aN eg 

e . f { S : 2 3
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later bibliography of Wisconsin Pleistocene net—arranged-in-order 

Note: error in old bibliography Martin should be Bull. 36 and this was 
republished in 1932 : 

a Mathiesen, J. T., ( 1940) *he Pleistocene of part of northwestern Wisconsin, 
Wis. Acad. Sci, Trans, v.ol. 32, pe 251-272 

|} Thwaites, PF. Te, ( 1943) Pleistocene of part of northeastern Wisconsin, 
Geol, Soc, Am,, Bull., vol. 54, pl 87144, 

)¥ Thwaites, F. Tes ( 1949) Geom®%phology of the basin of lake Michigan, Mich. Acad. 
Sci., Papers, vol. 33, P. 243-251, 

/Bean, EB. F., and Thompson, J. W., Jr., Topography ,nd geology of the Brule River 
basin, Wis, Acad. Scie, Trans., vol. 36, p. 7-17. ( glacial part brief) 

% Hurl, L. C., (1941) “he sedimentology and physiography of Wisconsin glacial 
outwash xin the Chippewa River, Ill. Acad. Sti., Trans., vol. 34, p. 

along 167.( Apparently very brief) 

I Stratton, C. G., ( 1943) “ne older drift of Wisconsin, Seb, Monthly., vol. 58, 

p. 45-49, ' 

j fole, F. De, ( 1943) Correlation of the glacial border drift of north central 
; Wisconsin, Am, Jour. Scie, vol. 241, p. 498-516, 

oBretz, J. H., (1950) Glacial Make Merrimac, Ill. Acad. Sei., Trans., vol. 43, p. 
132~136. 

jo Murray, R. C., (1953) The petrology of the Cary and Valaers tills of northeastern 
Wisconsin, Am, Jour. Seis, vol. 251, p. 140-155, 

("19803 
34 BMisworth, B, W., and Wilgus, W. L., the varved clay deposit at Weupaca, Wis., Wis. 

Acad. Sei., Trans., vol. 2¥gxm.25, p. 99111. 
( 1932) 

vA Ellsworhbh, E, W., Varved clays of Wisconsin, Wis. A cad. Sci., Trans., vol. 27, 
pe 47-58, 

yu Thwaites, F, T., ( 1929) Slacial Geology of part of Vilas County, Wisconsin, 
Wis. Acad. Sci., Trans., vol, 24, p. 109-125 

5 Pries, Carl Jr., (1938) Geology and ground water of the Trout Lake region, 
Vilas County, Wisconsin, Wis. Acad, Sci,, Trans., vol. 31, p. 305-322, 

/f Thweites, F, Tey and Bertrand, Kemeth, ( 1957) Pleistocene geology of the Door 
Peninsula, Wisconsin, ems foes Bull., vol. 68, ps. 831-880, 

1954, 
¢ Harder, A. H., and Drescher, W. J., Ground-water conditions in southwestern 

langlede County, Wisconsin, U. 5S. Geol. Survey Water~Supply Paper 1294 
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STATE OF ILLINOIS 

Ne Gn J AUER, 
PSana Ue kINKE oe naiuki BP Ear so CEES: CE EEREE Ea al 1 

nose wm smnen STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY DIVISION 
deatiinaw Was ae To ee ee ee ee JOHN C. FRYE, CHIEF 

December 9, 1957 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
Department of Geology 
Science Hall 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: 

The pamphlet to accompany the glacial map will contain a 
selective bibliography with emphasis on recent contributors, similar 
to that in G,S,A. Special Paper 60, which accompanied the Glacial 
Map of North America, 

Will you please revise for us the bibliography for Wisconsin 
given on page 26 of Special Paper 60, Part 2? The references are to 
be set up in the present G.S.A. style. 

We shall also need a list of sources of information, essen- 
tially as on the Glacial Map of North America. 

If possible we would like to have this information before 
January 15. 

Sincerely yours, 

H, B, Willman 
Geologist and Head 
Section of Stratigraphy 
and Areal Geology
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as Dear Ella ‘Im: pss ; ; f : : z 

= Fiore called yestorday and said that you had just returned 
oS home after a four week siege in the hospital. foe : Pee 

: : If you. have had tims to open your cards, I think you ave ~ A 
- Pound a pleture of Becky.  Tthey| aortes ewe at supper time on : : Ae 

Decomber’23, Barbura had had Beelgy to the doctor in the morning hE 
: -- @nd the latter had told hor that if Bocky's diarrhea contined .__ 2 

ovor 24 hours she ved to seo a doctor here. The 24th Barbara a j 3 
: wad busy with the baby in the bathroom and I waa inthe laundry. a, 

: Agcordingly we phoned Dr. Yeston on Christmas lve and he phoned esas 
i - & prescription to the neighborhood pharmacy. ‘the baby improved ; 

: but was hot cured, ‘Vom, thorefore, had to.take then both to the | 
. ° Outpetiont clinic at the Wisecnoin Gonemd on Thursduy morning, 

2. *~ Another wound of tiedicine ond ehe-wag all sight, I thought she 
. would never gob. filled up. I do net mow how marly menls she ate 5 

z a day, ‘Ton and Barhava seid her legs must Rave been holiow, Then ; eS 
 Bayvbare devoloped an avful sinus infection and aho had to take e $54 

: _ ‘taxi to seo Dr, Taborshy. Hs gave her @ penicillin shot and she é i 
: was to return on Mondoy. She was. much inprovod over the week ond : 

ee bat not entirely woll, She hed to go Baek on Monday for another : 
: f shot, hoe Intter seemed bo do the trick, . : 

Garo and B41) came on Christos Diy in 4 snow storm and i 
: were ixiven by hor parents from Milwaukee, ir. sud Mes. Thomas 

: “also arrived by. car from Waukesha, We had oleveh adults for dhrist> a : 
: mas dinner, fortunately I was able to got my clesning woman to do)” 

‘the dishes for mo. I serteiniy appreciated hor accomodation, 
Qarol left for Milwavicoe on Saturay and Bill on Smday, On Tuesday : 

' , BAL shoned tient they had to go to Chicago by rail Decause the North . : 
‘Central was not operating on eecount of the snow storm. Yesterday : 

- we peeoived a card from 3111 saying that the naw year cama in Just Sie 
; ag they vore leaving the airline paring lot in Sen Praneiseo and i fea 

é that the phone wes ringing when they onterod thoir house in San Jose. : he GG 
: : I, was Carol's folka,.._- . ts “ Ss Fao Lie nee a 

ee cece Bill is now taking electric@1 engineering at San Jose where “ : 
: _Garel is the girl scout executive. He was with an engineoring mit 2 o i 

: the last three monthe in Korea and it vas then that he ‘kmew he Ee 
= Sis definitely wanted to ge “anto angineering, ; LO ph 

: Rees fom is in Rochester aud woricing on his thesis, He hoses : Se 
_ %o finish in cither dune or next Jenuory depending on how his research ; 

eee project turns out. : : : i - z ee ee 

- : ' I hope you continue to improve anid will soon be out — Sa ce 
ee -, again, Wish I could come and call on you, ‘The Best Wishes for the — ee 
Sods Ney Yoar, Fred also sends his, : a i = ee 
2 he  . - Sinserely, : a fhe eee a sees 

= Bei Pies : ee re Oe See ea woe a teen ee ee Be



WISCONSIN GEOLOGICAL ALUMNI CLUB 

1712 SOUTH TROOST 

TULSA, OKLAHOMA 

December 10, 1957 

Mr. F, T. Thwaites 
41 North Roby Road 

Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: 

This committee advised the alumni by a letter dated July 2, 1957 of the results 
of a meeting held in Madison on May 31, 1957. It was our unanimous conclusion 
that all of the initial efforts of the committee should be directed towards as- 
sisting Dr. Cameron and the Geological Department in obtaining additional space 

for its operations. In order to accomplish this objective it was decided to 
submit a report summarizing the accomplishments of those trained in the Geolog- 
ical Department and call attention to the importance of this training to the 

state of Wisconsin and to the nation. The report was prepared and submitted in 
October to President Fred, each member of the Board of Regents, and the Governor 

of Wisconsin. A copy is attached for your information. 

The committee was advised through various channels that this report created con- 
siderable interest on the campus and created sympathy in the plight of the Geo- 
logical Department. In the meantime, developments indicated that because of the 
demands of other departments and priorties established by the building committee 
there is no possibility of a new building for the earth sciences in the near future. 
This information was particularly discouraging because the legislature had recently 
passed an act permitting the University to finance new buildings with outside 
capital by pledging a portion of the tuition fees. Nevertheless, the committee 
decided to continue its efforts in view of the favorable impression of its report. 

A second meeting of members of the committee was held in Madison on November 8. 
Dr. Cameron advised that there is a good possibility of obtaining additional space 

for research through the Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation. Members of the 
committee and Dr. Cameron met in President Fred's office and discussed the space 
situation with him and other officials of the University including Vice-President 
Ira L. Baldwin, Professor Fred H. Harrington, Dean Conrad D, Elvehjem of the 
Graduate School, and Dean Kurt F. Wentd of the School of Engineering. These men 
are very influential in the allocation of space and new construction. The committee 
noted a favorable sentiment which is expected to result in additional space for 
research facilities apart from the space in Science Hall. This will probably be 
made available in buildings recently purchased or which will soon be purchased by 
the University in its expansion program. There is a distinct possibility that the 
W.R.A.F. will construct a temporary building for research facilities in the event 
other facilities are not made available. 

The committee has scheduled another meeting in Madison during the month of May 1958. 
At that time, it will review the progress made in solving the department's space 
problem and it will also formulate plans for assisting the Geology Department in 
other ways. The committee gratefully acknowledges the receipt of contributions for 
mailing expense from many alumni. We are pleased to report that approximately 200 
alumni have written, all expressing moral support for our objectives.



Mail addressed to the following list of alumni has been returned. If you happen 
to know the address of any person on this list, please advise us. 

Very truly yours, 

J. M. Wanenmacher, Chairman 
Cc. G. Strachan, Secretary 

Address Unknown 

Bailey, Henry H. Manke, Donald W., B.S. 1949 
Bakker, Daniel Marrall, Gerald E., B.S. 1950,M.S.1951 

Barrett, James,B.S. 1951 Maruchek, Joseph L., B.A. 1940 
Barton, Louis A.,B.A. Mich. Mayer, Edward A., B.A. 1933, M.A. 1934 

Grad. Work Wis. 1911 Meek, W.B.,B.A. 1934;M.A. 1935; 
Baumgardner, Luther R.,B.S. 1951 Ph.D. 1947 
Bradt, Harlan H. Morris, T.Q., ex. 1946 
Chadwick, Russell H. W.,B.S. 1941 Murphy, Paul R., ex. 1923 

Chickering, Wallace W.,Ph.B. 1940 Olson, David, B.A. Mich. 1902; 

Crump, Mrs. Robert(Ruth Dudley)B.A., 1938 M.S. Wis. 1910 
M.A. 1939 O'Neil, Robert L., B.A. 1946 

Deal, Clyde, M.S. 1947 O'Rourke, Joseph E., B.S. 1951 
DeWys, Mrs. E. Christian Pentland, Arthur G.,B.S. 1926, Univ. 
Douglas, Benjamin T., Ph.B. 1941 of Manitoba;M.A. Toronto, 1928; 
Emerson, Mark, B.S. 1952 Ph.D. Wis. 1930 
Erdmann, Betty Ann, B.S. 1949 Peterson, Richard J.,B.S. 1951 

Esch, Oscar, B.S, 1948 Quick, John V., B.S. 1951 
Ferrell, Mary Lee S., B.S. 1950 d'Quintego, Julia D.,(Ledeboer) 
Filaseta, Leonard, Ph.B. 1935 Randall, J.R., Ph.D. 1934 
Findlay, Richard K., B.S. 1949 Rasche, Herbert H., B.A. 1929; M.A. 

Ford, Donald C., B.S. 1948 1934, Wis. Ext. Div. 1936-38 
Franklin, Lovis, B.A. 1921 Reade, Harold 0., B.A. 1928 

Furse, George D.,B.S. Queens Univ. 1924; Riley, Daniel B., B.A. 1931 
M.A. Columbia 1928; Grad Student Wis. Roberts, Warren C., M.S. 1951 

1930-33 Rudolph, Joseph, M.S. 1928 
Gericke, Wesley 0., B.S. 1922 Salton, George H., B.S. 1923, Queens' 
Harding, Norman C., B.S. 1948 U.; M.S. 1929 U. of Wis. 
Hayward, Charles W.,B.S. 1951, Grad. Scott, James W., M.S. 1952 Grad Work 

Work 1951-53 Smith, Arthur F., B.S. 1901 
Heimstead, Robert C., B.S. 1950 Steierman, Bernard L., B.A. 1939 
Hendrickson, Gerth, Ph.B. 1940 Sterr, Arnold L., B.S. 1951 

Holbrooke, George L., M.S. 1928 Taylor, H. Gordon, M.S. 1922 

Howes, M. H., B.A. 1923 Tennant, Robert H., Ph.D.'40;Ph.M.'42 
Imhoff, Wallace G., A.B. 1912 Tiddens, Adolph P., B.S. 1950 

Inderberg, James G.,B.S. 1949 Ting, O. Chu, M.S. 1922 
Jefferds, Peter, B.A. 1951 Ulrich, Ronald, B.S. 1952 
Kettner, Keith B., M.A. 1952 Valiullah, Mohammad, M.S. 1949 
Kindschi, Kenneth H. B.A. 1940 Vance, J.L. Grad. Work 1940-41 

Klinger, F. L., M.A. 1952 Vierheilig, James, B.S. 1952 
Koplin, Roy, B.A. 1928 Volkmann, William, B.S. 1951 
Kundert, Harold J.,B.A. 1935 Wakefield, H. Dorr, B.A. 1915 
Kurtenacker, Karl S.,B.A. 1931 Welsh, Harold L., B.S. 1910 
Laing, William E., B.S. 1951 Wertepny, Eugene R., B.S. 1951 
Larson, Duane S., B.S. 1950 Wheelwright, James B., B.A. 1933 
Larson, Lloyd, B.S. 1952 Wilkerson, Albert S., A.B. 1921; A.M. 
Liesch, Bruce A., B.S. 1950 1922; Ph.D. Mich. 1938 
Longyear, Clyde, 1914-15 Williams, Frank E., B.A. 1910; M.A. 
Lorenzen, Robert M.,B.S. 1951; M.S. 1952 1912; Ph. D, 1928 
Lyon, Robin L.,B.S. 1952 Willoughby, Richard, B.S. 1951 
Maby, Robert L., B.S. 1947, Grad. Work 1947-48
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| mes UNITED STATES 
he Fy a,4a\ DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

4 GEOLOGICAL SURVEY.1§ 
seh WASHINGTON 25, D.C. 

Prof. F.T. Thwaites, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsim, 

JUN 19 1957 

Dear Prof. Thwaites: 

The Library of the U.S. Geological Survey is anxious 
to secure copies of all of the Field Conference Guidebooks of 
the different organizations which have issued such guidebooks 

and we have been told that you were the leader of the 1950 and 

the 1953 conferences of the Midwestern Friends of the Pleisto- 
cene. 

If guidebooks were prepared for these meetings and if 
they are still available, I would appreciate it very mych if 
you could let us have copies of them. If you can, please send 

them to the following address: 

Librarian, 
U.S. Geological Survey, 
Room 1033, General Services Administration Building, 
Washington 25, D.C. : 

We appreciate your kind consideration. 

urs very truly, 

A ~ 

William H. Heers 
Rf - 7 - Librarian 

= Ait OO ta 

F JUL 9 1957 ) 

Wisconsin Geological Survey 
Madison, Wisconsin
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22 Jan,, 1958 Seer 

. Mp, Willian H, Reors, Librarian, ' 
\ U. 3. Geological Survoy, : 

; Washington 25, D. C, Sno Ne 

; : * Daar Sir: : ee : 

When your letter of 19 June came I was just. ie 
packing up te leave the Geologes] Survey ct en Bagi 
and so turned the letter cvor to My. Georme Ihiison, State : : 
Geologist. “hen % returned from my vacation it vas ah ; 3 
back to me and I (4d not-voali,e that he had not seamen oe 
it. Your letter of 14 Oeteber wos left wanswered until g 
I could look over the material on my porch, It is now 
too cold there to loolz move but I falied to find any of : 

: the guidebooks you asi: for, I was a leader in tha sense 
thet I talked at eatops in the field and furnifshed date 

me for the guidebooks, But Pro?, Sheldon Judson who is now 
: at Princeton was the actual head of both projeata and 

keep the extra guidebooks. I.hare no extras myself, 
The material I fuvnished in 1952 is contained in my recent 

- paper on "Pleistocene of the Door Penincul,, Wisconsin" : 
which appeared in the last volumo of the @, 5S, A. Sulletin, : 

: I am now no lonzer coniected with olther the State Survpy = 
or the ™niversity of Wiseongin having retired as of 1 duly ; 
1967, Please pardon wy long delay in answoring. 

: \ 

eee _ Sincerely yours, : = 

: i : 

, 
. o 

2 % ‘ : ; ie 
: / ;
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‘aa UNITED STATES 
Se haa 5 DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
a GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 

x WASHINGTON 25,p.c. 19 

OCT 14 1957 

Prof, F. T. Thwaites 

University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Thwaites: 

On June 19th, I wrote to you as follows: 

"The Library of the U.S, Geological Survey is anxious 
to secure copies of all of the Field Conference Guidebooks 
of the different organizations which have issued such guide- 
books and we have been told that you were the leader of the 
1950 and the 1953 conferences, of the Midwestern Friends of 

the Pleistocene, 

“If guidebooks were prepared for these meetings and if 
they are still available, I would appreciate it very much if 
you could let us have copies of them, If you can, please send 
them to the following address: 

“Librarian, U.S. Geological Survey 
Room 1033, General Services Administration Building 

Washington 25, D. C. 

“We appreciate your kind consideration." 

I have had no reply to my letter and I am sure it was lost 
in transit and did not reach you, I shall appreciate it if you will 
let me have a reply to this letter as soon as possible, 

ours very truly, 

: William H, Heers 
Librarian



WISCONSIN GEOLOGICAL ALUMNI CLUB 
1712 South Troost 

Tulsa 12, Oklahoma 

April 21, 1958 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
41 North Roby Road 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

During the Wisconsin luncheon at the recent AAPG convention in Los Angeles, Dr. 
Lewis Cline informed us that the Geological Department was recently allocated 
considerable additional space. A small amount of additional space was made 
available in Science Hall and the University has rented two connected buildings 
with parking space near the old Forest Products laboratory. These two buildings 
are to be made into a departmental research center. The geophysical branch 

has moved into one building and in the other research facilities for the other 
two branches of the department are being set up. Between 12 and 20 advanced 
graduate students and staff can be accomodated. 

The long range building program now includes provision for construction of a 
new building for the Geological Department. The immediate objective of this 
organization has been accomplished and the committee has decided to suspend 
its visits to the campus until the Geological Department again needs its 
assistance, 

Dr. Cline advised us that the department has frequent need of modest sums of 
money to provide certain items of equipment not included in the budget granted 
by the University. For example, it was necessary to purchase a drafting table 
for the new research center and funds were not available through regular channels. 
We are taking this opportunity to solicit contributions to establish a fund to 
be used by the department in instances such as this. Please give what you can 
afford. If sufficient funds are raised through this appeal, an alumni supported 

scholarship can be established. The suggested amount is from $5.00 to $100.00. 

Please send your contribution to the above address. Since our funds for corre- 
spondence are exhausted with this mailing we will retain a small amount for 
future expenditures of this nature and forward the remainder to the department. 

In conclusion, the committee takes this opportunity to express its thanks and 
appreciation for your excellent moral support. A surprisingly large number of 
replies have been received in answer to our circular letters. This expression 
of your interest in the problems which confront the Geological Department of 
Wisconsin University is particularly gratifying. 

Sincerely, 

WISCONSIN GEOLOGICAL ALUMNI CLUB 

J. M. Wanenmacher, Chairman
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March 6, 1958 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
41 North Roby Road 

Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: 

Under separate cover I am sending for your criticism the original copy 
for the Wisconsin glacial map and the revised copy which I have just completed. 

Several changes were! required by the new legend, a copy of which was sent 

you. The combination of eskers, pitted outwash, and other ice-contact deposits 
under one pattern, eliminates mapping eskers in areas of pitted outwash. 

Showing as many as four drumlins in some townships (to indicate maximum 
abundance) has permitted the addition of several from Alden!s map and your Door 
Peninsula map. You may wish to add a few in other areas, this puts the map in bet- 
ter agreement with other states. 

The decision to show surface deposits only and no overprints for leke 
deposits has resulted in dropping the dotted pattern along Lake Superior and Green 
Bay. It would be possible to omit the lake deposits and map the moraines if you 
prefer. 

The lake largely in Lafayette and Green counties seemed to me to come 
under the category of lakes known to be present from physiographic or other features, 

0 h but not known to be represented by widespread lacustrine deposits. Consequently, I 
have shown its margin by the dotted line pattern, This will be used for many tempor- 
ary lakes along the ice front . It can be changed if you prefer. 

I have not colored in the areas of drift outside the Wisconsin. They are 
to have different colors from the Wisconsin. Will you please write in pencil in 
these areas the age assignment you now give them. 

The problem of blending your mapping with that of upper Michigan has been 
the most difficult. The Michigan map is essentially a copy of the mapping in 
Leverett's Prof, Paper 154. As the Michigan mapping does not differentiate types 
of outwash and the moraines do not match, I can see no possible formula for blending 

ae) the maps. It seems to me that the only compromise feasible at this time is to map a 
 gY\ arrow band of outwash along the Brule and Menominee Rivers and let the mapping 

stand on both sides. I have likewise done this along part of the Minnesota boundary 
to differentiate outwash from pitted outwash. ‘The matching with Minnesota is less 
difficult because Wright shows some large areas of pitted outwash. Do you have any 

alternatives to suggest?
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May 8, 1958 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
41 North Roby Road 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: 

We still do not have an entirély satisfactory solution 

to the problem of the differences between the Wisconsin and 
Michigan maps, but you and Miss Martin are in agreement that show- 
ing a continuous band of outwash along the Brule is not the answer. 

This will have to be considered by the committee at its 
meeting here in Urbana June 3-5. I shall also bring up the matter 
of mapping eskers separately, on which we agree. 

The matter that needs further consideration concerns the 
pre-Wisconsin drift. We did not ask you to differentiate ages on 

ue the first draft which you prepared. 

ar We are not attempting to map separately the substages of 
\ the Wisconsin, but the drift of different stages will be shown in 

different colors. I am enclosing a rough copy showing the fronts 
you mapped. In preparing the final copy, we used the Wisconsin 
colors -- brown for end moraine and green for ground moraine -- 
on all the area outlined in green on this copy. The areas numbered 
1 to 4 were left colorless because I was not certain of their age. 

we fv From the Glacial Map of North America and your Outline 
ao of Glacial Geology, it appears that you now consider areas 2, 3, 

and 4 to be Wisconsin in age. The subdivisions of area 1 shown in 

th) red are copied from the Glacial Map of North America. The boundary 
for the front of the Illinoian is about on the line with a boundary 
in Minnesota -- The new Trier Moraine -~ which Wright calls Illi- 
noian (?), Wright shows no Nebraskan in Southeastern Minnesota but 
calls Kansan all the area outside the Illinoian and Wisconsin to 

the Mississippi. lJowa still shows the Kansan-Nebraskan differentia- 
tion used on the Glacial map of North America. We will have to make 

ne Wine tr A, finn Ss



Mr. F. T, Thwaites Page 2. 
May 8, 1958 

the best identification that we can, so pléase let me know what you 4} vy 
prefer to show in areas 1 to 4. If we retain the red lines in area |W 
1, please correct them if necessary and return. 

Thank you very much for all your help. I hope we will 
have this job out of the way in a few weeks. 

Sincerely yours, 

H. B. Willman 
Geologist and Head 
Stratigraphy and Areal 

Encl. Geology Section 

Map



. J : #2 May, 1958 : : 
Dr. He B, Willman, Geologidt : : . Sees 
State Geological survey, : bee es - oe 
Natural Resourses Blig., : : 
Urbana, Illinois i : ; 

‘ . Dear Dr, Willmans : ae : SoS ae 
5 si { 

. 7 am afriad I delayed quite a bit on answering yours of the-Sth, = 
I'am doing vo and enclosing for you to keep a copy of iy. Holes report on the Seu 
arizts of north-central Wisconsin. I cannot send you a copy of Inthiesen's report on 
sone of the area vest of that for no spearates were printed dmc to hig malcing no 7 
written vequenst for then, : 

I think you oucht tobe od to just ond Leverett's moxtines north of the : 
| _ ‘Michigan-ifiseonsin Lino . “he strip of terrace along the river io not glacial. 

outwash but is postglacial. aa mapped. soma of it that way in 1943, = 

Z Ag to pre-'Mseonsin @rit$ in “Wisconsin recent studies have aut into it so. _ 
: mich that it is now 2 anestion whether or not there is any. I just tallcod with 4 

Prof, Black this uorning about this . He 49 vorking in Merce dounty aad has found no 
real ave difference from the Gary moraine east to Ghimeus River, ‘The tentative boundaric 
once given in the Oxtlite shoni4 be abandoned,  *he day of lawrence Maztins cae 
philosophy that there hos bean no verosion and no weathering since the Wisconsin " 
glaci_ tion are gone forcever, We mist recognize the difference in preziacial 
topography and bedrock, My feeling is thet area 4 in definitely Wisconsin, 
possibly Iowa but pre-Cary anyway, Area 3 4s dedlarad by Hole as probably ‘Msconsin 
on tho basis of the seil profile, “his leaves ereas 1 and 2, T have extended in 

2 peneil a tentative bourdary hetweon 1 and 4 I think nov that arose 2 4¢ simply thie oS 
rough earca of Proeanbrian rock along the Wisconsin valley, Hore mrhofthe =. 

: granite is deeply disintegrated and portglecial crosion has been erent, 
; As Weidman found it is vory hard to decide just which crystalline boulders aro 

real erraties, I though thot thore are some in southeastern Marathon County : ; 
ag var west aa I worked, Seo my 1943 map. Now for area 1, I havo done 
little work there. The bed rock is sandstoge. There is s0 little drift that 
you just cant cet reliable soil profiles, “here has been much erosion sinco it ; 
was glafiated. I% Gould de oither pre=iisconsin or an early Wigeonsin drift, : 
Tam gure I would now serap the idea of Nebrasken drirt-along the Chippewa volley, 
And probably thig would go for Kansas toos Sone parts of the narrow strip-along : 

; Mississippi valley were examined by me in 1920, here are large cobbles but no 
bouldcrs., Ho igneous recke vere found, Could postglacial woathoring heave 
destroyed than? Near urand I found fairly frogh sranite boulders on the - 

\ uplands, Black visited some of the Minnesota lecalities and thought that the - é 
differentiation of some of the tills was an orror, “ome suposed tills may be 

- plowed up laito clays. I felt the same about wight's Velders in Minnesota, | 
Apparently they did net use meehanies) analyses to distinevich tills from assorted 
deposits. I spont a dev with Gould in the “akota County are a in 1941 - 
and felt the sane wey about Loverett's "old -rod adrift" I have a set of dincle and white 
photos fron tht trip, We then erosse?. over to Mee Ialtey Wisconsin and decided thet } 
most of the surfaco drift ic not very old, Hole was with me then, 

: f am afraid this ig all I ean do for you. Youncer men mst follow the trail, 
But if there ig anytiving else I can do I will try my dest, 3 : 

i ss Sinceroly yours, ss oe 

y 3 : ~ Saee 

: ; ; ~ - By 2, Thwaltes. - Saas
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Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
March 6, 1958 
Page 2 

dw 

). ay As a result of your field work, the matching with Illinois has required 
only minor compromises along that line. However, your new mapping did not blend 
well with the old along the north line (the second tier of townships), and I have 
had to join areas in what seemed the most reasonable fashion. Also, I have exten- 
ded a moraine from Sharon north to the Darien moraine because it is well developed 
on the Illinois side (Harvard quadrangle) and is traceable on your Delavan quad- 

ak rangle. It can be cut off close to the state line if you prefer. i< gu he Ar) 

You show only one outstanding geologic section - Two Creeks. Did you 
wish to add others? The descriptions on the Glacial map of North America (footnotes) 
are out of date. The revised copy might be "(1) Valders till overlying sand and 
silts containing the Two Creeks forest bed. Type section of the Two Creeks inter- 

: stadial (Thwaites and Bertrand, 1957)", Please modify this as you wish, 

The committee is to have a final meeting to turn in the maps in the next 
few weeks and I will greatly appreciate it if you can return the two maps soon. 

Sincerely yours, 

H. B. Willman 
Geologist and Head 
Section of Stratigraphy 
and Areal Geology
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Wisconsin Academy of Srienres, Arts, and Letters y/ 
Madison, Wisconsin 

2/14/1958 

Professor F,T,Thwaites, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Thwaites: 

The Council of the WISCONSIN ACADEMY 

OF SCIENCES, ARTS AND LETTERS requests me to inform you that 

your are now an honorary LIFE MEMBER of the Academy, in recognition 

of more than 40 years in the ACADEMY, and your long and faithful 

service to it and to society. I am of course personally happy 

to inform you of this action of the Council. 

Sincerely, 

Francis D. Hole, 

Secy—Treas.
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[ra PO) DEPARTMENT OF 
¢ @y): HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE 

CWSI PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE 

usn WASHINGTON 25, D. C. 

IN REPLYING, ADDRESS THE 

PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE 

REFER TO: August 21, 1957 

Dr. F. T. Thwaites 
Geology Department 

University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Fred, 

It has come to our attention that you have published a 
report entitled, "Occurence and Chemical Quality of Ground Water 
in Wisconsin". This report would be of considerable interest to 
this department in our current study of water quality in this 
country. While we have been giving primary attention to surface 

waters, we are also quite interested in the ground water resources. 

Accordingly it would be appreciated if you could send us a copy 

of your report, or provide me with the reference in order that 
we can obtain this information. 

Considerable time has elapsed since last had the pleasure 

of talking with you in Madison. It is understood there have been 
@ number of changes in the staff. When again in that area, I will 

certainly try to contact you at the University. 

Best regards to you and your family. 

Sincerely yours, 

Iouis F. Warrick 

Technical Services Consultant 

Water Supply and Water Pollution 

Control Program 

< 
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Ice Age Park and Trail Foundation of Wisconsin, Inc. EAT ELT 

Fat A ot bh) : 
1412 FIRST WISCONSIN NATIONAL BANK BLDG., MILWAUKEE 2, WISCONSIN CE Doe 

Sy 
ey Pri cys KER 

A NON-PROFIT FOUNDATION DEVOTED TO PARKS AND TRAILS ACROSS WISCONSIN 

RAYMOND T. ZILLMER, President 

FREDERICK G. SCHMIDT, Vice-President 

JAMES C. MALLIEN, Secretary 

February 4, 1960 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 

41 N. Roby Road por) : 

Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: ; 

I appreciate your becoming a member of the Ice Age Park and.Trail 
Foundation. Kindly read the purposes set forth in the membership certificate 

herewith enclosed. 

The United States Park Service is making a thorough survey of the 

Wisconsin moraines to determine what it will recommend. 

I am enclosing a pamphlet describing the proposed park and trail and 

an enclosure describing the Foundation and its membership requirements 

together with an application for membership. 

We welcome your assistance is securing members and shall send : 

you, at your request, further reprints and Foundation data and applications. 

We would like to give the Foundation the strength of broad support, 
for nothing is more convincing to public officials than to know that most of 
the people want this park and trail. 

We hope to secure large contributions from those who can well afford 

them. 

or truly yours, : 

Ye - vf *< Aa A 

Raymond T. Zillmer 3 

RTZ/met 

We spend a lot to go faster... Let us spend a little to go slower
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ICE AGE PARK AND TRAIL FOUNDATION - AT Fe, 

OF WISCONSIN, INCORPORATED ace ATE? 

Pr 
Nowhere in the United States are there available for public use glacial remains Nes fn 

of the Ice Age equal in variety and beauty to those in Wisconsin, (The story in pamphlet SpE 
form describing the Ice Age in Wisconsin will be mailed to you for ten cents, ) CLA GIK 

y ry 

Purpose of the Ice Age Park and Trail Foundation of Wisconsin: Ere 

1, The Foundation will assist the federal, state and local governments in estab - 

lishing and preserving a public park for future generations in the glacial formations LS 

of Wisconsin, 500 miles across the entire state, 

2. It will assist in establishing in this park, a parkway drive following a 

curved line and the natural contours wherever possible, together with picnic spot way - 

sides on the parkway for public use, 

3, It will assist in establishing a trail for hikers and skiers with shelters in 

the nature of the Appalachian and John Muir Trails, 

4, It will foster the education of the people, especially the young people, in 

the beauties and wonders of nature and its spiritual and health-giving values so that 

they will make greater use of such areas, as well as other outdoor areas, with a view 

to developing men and women who are strong and healthy, physically, mentally and 

spiritually. 

The last is the most important purpose and is a long range object of 1, 2, and 

3, as a constructive solution of juvenile problems, 

Contributions to the Foundation (including amounts paid for membership) 

are deductible for federal and state income tax purposes. The Foundation invites every - 

one to participate and assist the above program by becoming a member on any of the 

following terms: 

Basic Membership - $1.00. 

Annual Membership - $5.00, Small memorial gifts are included in this category. 

Life Membership - $100.00. 

Sustaining Membership - $100.00 or more given annually, 

Memorial or Recognition Membership - $1,000.00 or more, Gifts may be made 

in memory of someone or in recognition of work done in Conservation or other public 

service, 

Use of Proceeds: 

1, To promote the above purposes of the Foundation by giving land or money 

to the governmental unit establishing the park. 

2. To develop a particular area designated by a donor, or group of donors, 

However, before any money is allocated for a particular area, conferences will be 

held to make certain that any such specific area allocation will fit into the general plan. 

3. To set aside substantial amounts for specific units or purposes - in separate, 
special or in trust accounts if desired. 

Direct gifts to the governmental units involved may be made, but these should 
not be made until after conferences to ascertain suitability in the general plan, and 

then only through the Foundation which will supervise the gift to assure that the donor's 

wishes are carried out. 

Ice Age Park and Trail Foundation of 

Wisconsin, Inc. 

1412 First Wisconsin National Bank Bldg. 
Milwaukee 2, Wisconsin 

We spend a lot to go faster - let us spend a little to go slower.
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RAYMOND T. ZILLMER, Chairman 

1412 FIRST WIS. NATL. BK. BLDG. 

MILWAUKEE 2, WISCONSIN 

January 31, 1960 

To the Members of the Citizens Committee: 

A great deal has been accomplished since your appointment. 

This letter covers the present status of the movement to estab- 

lish an Ice Age National Park across the state, following for 500 
miles the terminal moraines of the Wisconsin Glacier. 

In the summer of 1958 we reconnoitered the entire 500 mile 

strip. In September, we took the U. S, Park Service experts over 

this area in what was necessarily a superficial survey. In October, 

the Park Service reported that Wisconsin had sufficient moraines 

to qualify for a park and recommended a further survey. In August, 

1959, they conducted this survey and determined that there are 

major exhibits of the Ice Age in Wisconsin and that it will make fur- 

ther studies to determine which of these would make a suitable 

park. The principal concern of the Park Service is the adminis- 

tration involved in the wide dispersal of the moraines together 
with the present ownership of the land. 

The program seems to be developing in the following directions: 

The state for the present will continue to develop the Devils Lake 

and Kettle Moraine areas and the federal government, the Chequa- 
megon Forest. The United States may develop several areas, 

such as the areas (1) north of Janesville, (2) north of Chippewa 

Falls, (3) around Antigo, (4) some other area or areas--all areas 

being in terminal moraines. The state, counties, local governments, 
and the Ice Age Park & Trail Foundation will develop the intervening 

areas so that in the end there will be a continuous 500 mile trail 

and parkway which will be combined so as to complete the Ice Age 

National Park. A large part of this land is owned in county forests. 

National Parks have usually been carved out of land already owned 

We spend a lot to go faster . . . Let us spend a little to go slower.
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by the Federal Government. Today, however, we must buy the land to 

establish national parks, especially if they are to be located in the eastern 

half of the United States. The Park Service expects assistance in the 

form of gifts of land to supplement money raised by federal appropria- 

tions. 

To help in this, we have organized the Ice Age Park & Trail Founda- 

tion of Wisconsin, Inc. Gifts to it are deductible in determining income 

taxes. We enclose a memo describing the Foundation and the type of 

memberships available. We hope that you will read it carefully and 

consider becoming a member. 

A big membership will be of inestimable value, not only because of 
the money provided but to demonstrate to the government that the people 

really want this park even to the extent of helping financially. The 

Foundation to date has been responsible for the gift to the State of two 

shelters for hikers, costing several thousand dollars. 

Will you consider this matter as early as possible. Those of you who 

already are members of the Foundation could help us by getting additional 

members. 

Sincerely, x 
Me ai Wf 

/ ioe 3 a / ib 

Gi 1 a. We) 
| i 

Rayfmond,T. Zillmer, Chairman, 

Citizens Committee. 

RTZ mrr



UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 

ANN ARBOR 
DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY a 

March 13, 1959 Pi 

Fredrik T. Thwaites 
Department of Geology 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: 

The Great Lakes Research Institute is holding its third annual 
conference in Ann Arbor May 6-7, 1959. This meeting is devoted to 
the present status and future needs in research on the Great Lakes, 
I have been asked to report briefly on the current geological re- 
search being done either in the modern water bodies themselves or 
in their drainage basins. This would include such areas as lake 
bottom sedimentation, beach deposits, geologic history of the Great 
Lakes, Pleistocene geology or geomorphology within the drainage area, 
geophysical studies of the lake basins or drainage basins,.or any 
other geological or geophysical research directly or indirectly 
related to the Great Lakes and their watershed. 

I am writing this letter to several people in the Great Lakes 
region who have been actively engaged in some phase of geological 
or geophysical research in the Lakes or their drainage basins and 
requesting the following information: 

1. Current research underway by you or your graduate students. 
é Please include a brief statement of each project, when it 

began, probable completion date, and source of financial 
support (not the amount unless you desire to give it). 

2. A list of unpublished reports by you or your graduate 
students since 1950, and information as to the availability 
of such reports (i.e. unpublished theses in libraries, 
microfilms, private reports for companies, municipalities, 
State Surveys, etc.). 

3. A list of publications by you or your graduate students 
pertaining to the Great Lakes or their watersheds since 1950. 

If you will supply this information, I shall be extremely great- 
ful and will send you the final compilation from all sources, In 

‘ order to gather all of these data together I will need a reply from 
you by April 25, 1959. Will you please return the enclosed post card 
which will give me some indication of the number of people who will 
cooperate, I am also enclosing a list of the people to whom this 
letter is being sent. If there are any glaring ommissions would you 
kindly inform me on the same card, Thank you for your cooperation. 

Cordially, 

Ve tee ne Rea ‘ 

Enclosures: return post card /James H, Zumberge 
list of possible sources Associate Professor 

of information 
JHZ/sg
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RAYMOND T. ZILLMER, Chairman 

1412 FIRST WIS. NATL. BK. BLDG. 

MILWAUKEE 2, WISCONSIN 

June 5, 1960 

Members of the Citizens Committee: 

We are enclosing the first of a series of pamphlets which the Ice 
Age Park & Trail Foundation will release from time to time. We hope 
that you will assist in distributing as many as possible. 

_ Large portions of the eastern Kettle Moraine region are not being 
used by hikers and picnic parties because they do not know exactly what is 
state owned land and because they hesitate to go into unknown and unmarked 
wild areas of woods and marsh. 

With a view to opening the wilder regions to greater use, the Founda- 
tion has cut out trails and clearly marked them in areas where state 
ownership is substantial and contiguous. Areas that are not contiguous 
can hardly be used at all. 

The Foundation also hopes to establish a series of shelters for hikers 
and skiers in the Kettle Moraine so that trips may be taken from the 
Northern end near Plymouth to the Southern end near Janesville, includ- 
ing the intervening area which was unanimously recommended for purchase 
by the State Park Survey in 1936. 

The Foundation has been instrumental in building the first two 
shelters, which cost about $1,000.00 each. The Appalachian Trail has 
165 such shelters. 

The Foundation was organized by several members of the Citizens 
Committee to assist financially and otherwise (see purposes) in establish- 
ing a park, a parkway and a trail along the terminal moraine hills formed 
by the six glacial lobes that reached Wisconsin in the Ice Age. 

Many of the Citizens Committee are members of the Foundation. If 
you are not a member, we welcome your assistance through membership 
in helping preserve beautiful Wisconsin for future generations; and if you 
are a member, try to get another. 

Sincerely yours,, 
a4 Uy 

ymond T. JZillmer, Chairman 
We spend a lot to go faster . . . Let us spend a’ little ¢ Slower.



ICE AGE PARK AND TRAIL FOUNDATION , AT PR. 

OF WISCONSIN, INCORPORATED Vat 
A 

Nowhere in the United States are there available for public use glacial remains Sep 

of the Ice Age equal in variety and beauty to those in Wisconsin, (The story in pamphlet ChE 
form describing the Ice Age in Wisconsin will be mailed to you for ten cents, ) : Ca 

pi 

Purpose of the Ice Age Park and Trail Foundation of Wisconsin: CEP 

1, The Foundation will assist the federal, state and local governments in estab- 

lishing and preserving a public park for future generations in the glacial formations 

of Wisconsin, 500 miles across the entire state, 

2, It will assist in establishing in this park, a parkway drive following a 

curved line and the natural contours wherever possible, together with picnic spot way- 

sides on the parkway for public use, 

3, It will assist in establishing a trail for hikers and skiers with shelters in 

the nature of the Appalachian and John Muir Trails, 

4, It will foster the education of the people, especially the young people, in 

the beauties and wonders of nature and its spiritual and health-giving values so that 

they will make greater use of such areas, as well as other outdoor areas, with a view 

to developing men and women who are strong and healthy, physically, mentally and 

spiritually. 

The last is the most important purpose and is a long range object of 1, 2, and 

3, as a constructive solution of juvenile problems, 

Contributions to the Foundation (including amounts paid for membership) 

are deductible for federal and state income tax purposes, The Foundation invites every- 

one to participate and assist the above program by becoming a member on any of the 

following terms: 

Basic Membership - $1.00. 

pcTiue Ameeal Membership - $5.00, Small memorial gifts are included in this category. 

Life Membership - $100.00. 

Sustaining Membership - $100,00 or more given annually, 

Memorial or Recognition Membership - $1,000.00 or more, Gifts may be made 

in memory of someone or in recognition of work done in Conservation or other public 

service, 

Use of Proceeds: 

1, To promote the above purposes of the Foundation by giving land or money 

to the governmental unit establishing the park, 

2. To develop a particular area designated by a donor, or group of donors, 

However, before any money is allocated for a particular area, conferences will be 

held to make certain that any such specific area allocation will fit into the general plan. 

3. To set aside substantial amounts for specific units or purposes - in separate, 

special or in trust accounts if desired, 

Direct gifts to the governmental units involved may be made, but these should 
not be made until after conferences to ascertain suitability in the general plan, and 

then only through the Foundation which will supervise the gift to assure that the donor's 

wishes are carried out. 

Ice Age Park and Trail Foundation of 

Wisconsin, Inc. 

1412 First Wisconsin National Bank Bldg. 
Milwaukee 2, Wisconsin 

We spend a lot to go faster - let us spend a little to go slower. 

Ice Age Park and Trail Foundation of Wisconsin, Inc. 

1412 First Wisconsin Natl. Bank Bldg., Milwaukee 2, Wisconsin 

Please enroll me as a (Basic Member -- One Dollar 

(A@awS1 Member) -- Five Dollars 
(Life Member) - One Hundred Dollars 

(check enclosed) (Sustaining Member - One Hundred Dollars or more 
oS given annually, 

Signature Address 

Tel. No. :
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RAYMOND T. ZILLMER, Chairman 

1412 FIRST WIS. NATL. BK. BLDG. 

MILWAUKEE 2, WISCONSIN 

September 15, 1960 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 

41 North Roby Road 
Madison 2, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: 

We are working on the fixing of an Ice Age Parkway Drive ona 
route which will follow established highways nearest the terminal 

moraines. This will continue at the southern end of the existing 

Kettle Moraine Drive for which I enclose a map. 

We shall also mark the location not only of the drive but also the 

moraines near it, and shall include also matters of unusual interest. 

All this will be published in a little booklet. 

I am working on the Dane County segment and would like your 

knowledge in the matter of the Brooklyn Moraine and particularly the 

area southwest of Brooklyn where at Liberty Pole an altitude of 1102 

feet is reached, higher than the Wisconsin Moraines northeast of it. 

As I understand it from my last reading there is still some dispute 

as to when the Brooklyn Moraines were layed down and whether they 

were prior to the Wisconsin Period. Can you give me the most recent 

data on this subject. 

I hope your wife and you are in good health. 

carrey yarns 

y 5 AC Har 
CFLs" f { 

é As wba T. Zillmer 

RTZ:gms 

We spend a lof to go faster . . . Let us spend a little to go slower.
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YOUNG WOMEN’S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION 

0 } RESIDENCE 
iL eLare, /eee e 626 NORTH JACKSON STREET 

1 MILWAUKEE 2, WIS. 

fe a A Mi AAO, 

: May 16, 1959 

Mrs. F. T. Thwaites 
41 North Roby Road 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Mrs. Thwaites: 

We have reserved for you for Mey 20th, a 
single room with connecting bath, which you share with the 
next room, rate $3.50. 

We are in receipt of your deposit in the 
amoumt of $3.00 . You may pay the balance when you arrive. 

Thanks for your letter. 

Yours truly, > 

St ; oe 

an so On PU. 
Mrs. Treva M. Brown | 
Residence Director 

MEMBER OF 

THE YOUNG WOMEN’S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
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Oetober 17, 1959 

N\A { SS 

Dear Mrs. Schroeder, = Z 

I typed a letter to esch 

member of the Telephone Committee, asking her 

to telephons a certain page of names, this week, 

telling them about the two coming events. 

Amy Thwaites is calling the page in the yearbook 

assigned to Julia Groth, as I thought it would 

be inconvenient for Julia and might cause her 

worry and pain. 

I gave the corrections for 

each page, those meubere who hed resigned, and 

the new members with their address and telephone 
Qtked 

numbers and tse they be called in addition to 

the regular nanes on tis nage. 

fil members of the Telephone 

Committee should reesive their letters on 

Monday worning. I enclose a copy of the notice 

of the coming events, which I attached to each 

letter for each member. 

Hope this will be satisfactory 

to Mrs. Wilbur end Mrs. Sinaiko Cer? PertyCHairmar 

This is for your intowma tink, 7 

Vitex Dh Ag
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Wnited States Senate w 
COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY 

May 26, 1959 

Mr. & Mrs. F. T. Thwaites 
41 North Roby Road 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

— Dear Mr. and Mrs. Thwaites: 

I was most interested to receive your recent message 
relating to S. 200, a bill to amend the Internal Revenue Code 
of 1954 so as to provide for nonrecognition of gain or loss 
upon certain distributions of stock pursuant to orders enforc- 

ing antitrust laws. 

; As you may know, the Senate Finance Committee is 

scheduled to hold hearings on this bill soon. As a matter of 

course, the Finance Committee has asked for a report on S. 200 
from the Department of the Treasury. The Treasury has not yet 

made its report to the Committee. 

Naturally, I appreciate your deep concern over the 

prospect of added taxes as a result of forced divestment of 

stocks. 

Although I am not a member of the Senate Finance 

Committee, I will be following its proceedings closely. More- 

over, I shall be glad to urge that this issue be considered as 

expeditiously as possible. 

With all good wishes, I am z 

Sincerely yours, § 

Alexander Wiley é 3 

AW:krf ag



THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT ee i 

Y 
F. T. Thwaites isa Basic member 

of the 

OF WISCONSIN, INC. 
and 

devoted to assist in carrying out the Purposes of the Foundation: 

i: To assist the Federal, State and Local govern- = 4, To assist in establishing a trail for hikers and 
ments in establishing and preserving a public 4 He, skiers with shelters in the nature of the Appa- 

park for future generations in the glacial formations AT FR, lachian and John Muir Trails. 
of Wisconsin, 500 miles across the entire state. er ra = 

not 7 
PITS Ww 4. : 
CN 'e To foster the education of the people, especially 

To le the young people, in the beauties and wonders 
1 TRS of nature and its spiritual and health-giving values so 

2 e To assist in establishing in this park a parkway Lf LFF} that they will make greater use of such areas, as well 
drive following a curved line and the natural Tf LT ir as other outdoor areas, with a view to developing men 

contours wherever possible, together with picnic spot eK EAS and women who are strong and healthy physically, 
waysides on the parkway for public use. l= mentally and spiritually. 

Ice Age Park and Trail Foundation 
February 4, 1960 of Wisconsin, Inc. 

Date: A é AN 

"We spend a lot to go faster = a Secretary 

++ let us spend a little to go slower. (1412 First Wisconsin National Bank Building 
Milwaukee 2, Wisconsin



For Your Information 

j 
Wisconsin Academy of Sciences, Arts, and Letters \Ai 

Madison, Wisconsin ve 

January, 1960 

Dear Academy Member: 

With this new year of 1960 the Wisconsin Academy is 90 years old 
and looking forward to its Centennial celebration. We also are looking 

forward to increased activity and many new mewbers with our annual meeting 

at The University of Wisconsin - Madison on May 7 of this year. 

The Academy membership now has grown to over 1,300 including 

libraries and institutions, but we believe this can be doubled and 

tripled in future years and your assistance in recommending and inviting 

members is requested. An Application For Membership blank is enclosed 

for this purpose. Not only is the Academy expanding its encouragement 

of junior scientists and scholars, but the Council has requested additional 

funds from the Legislature for the publication of a better and expanded 

TRANSACTIONS. The Academy Review will continue as a quarterly medium 
of populer information on a new schedule of mailings in the months of 
February, May, Avgust, and November. You are invited to submit news 
and article suggestions to the Editor, and your assistance especially 
is requested in informing him of retirements or deaths in our membership 
family. The Academy Librarian is in the process of distributing back 

issues of the TRANSACTIONS. A notice is enclosed giving full details on 

securing these volumes on a first come, first served basis. 

Enclosed is a statement of account for annual dues. Because of 

our legislative appropriations which augment the dues, members still 

receive the equivalent of almost twice their dues in published materials. 
Because the Academy needs additional funds to better promote its 

junior program and generally extend its sphere of beneficial activity 

throughout the state, those who can afford it are urged to become 

sustaining members at a fee of $10 and Life members are invited to 

contribute gifts toward specific programs. Please return the enclosed 

membership statement with your payment. If our records are not in 

agreement, we would appreciate your letting us know. 

Thank you for your continued interest and support of the Wisconsin 

Academy which is looking forward to new opportunities for service and 

fulfillment of its significant purposes as expressed in the Charter of 

1870. 

Sincerely, 

Dav@ J. Behling Z 

Treasurer 

Wisconsin Academy of Sciences, Arts & Letters 

DJB:mb 
Enclosures
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Ad 
Members' Check Sheet \A \ 

on 

TRANSACTIONS (Back Issues) 
Wisconsin Academy of Sciences, Arts and Letters 

NOTICE: 
The Wisconsin Academy library possesses an excess quantity of 4O issues of 

the TRANSACTIONS dating from 1875 to 1957. Some of these number several hundred 

copies and others less than 25. The Council has voted to distribute these free to 

members in good standing on a "first come, first served, "basis so long as they may 

last on the condition that the members receiving them pick up the package (or have 

someone else act for them) at the Memorial Library on Saturday, May 7, 1960, in ; 
connection with the Wisconsin Academy's 90th annual meeting. This restriction is 

applied because it would be too much of a burden to the Librarian if these volumes 

had to be prepared for mailing or other types of transportation. 

If you wish to receive any of these back issues free of charge, please circle 

below the specific volumes you desire and return this check sheet immediately to 
Walter E. Scott, Librarian, W.A.S.A.L., 1721 Hickory Drive, Madison 5, Wisconsin. 
Requests will be filled chronologically in the order of date and time of postmark 

and all individuals to receive any will be notified by postcard prior to the annual 
meeting date. Members are urged to check every volume they do not have either to 

make their sets more complete or secure valuable papers in their fields as each 

TRANSACTIONS contained some significant articles. If you wish to be selective in 

your request, refer to the two volumes which contain a subject and author index of 
all issues up until 1944: Vol. 37 of 1945 and Vol. 27 of 1932. 

It is presumed the return requests will be numerous and some few individuals 

will get all 40 volumes while some may receive few or none. However, even if you 
are late, it may pay to return this check sheet at any time before the 1960 annual 

meeting, but no later than April 1, 1960. 

Check Volumes Desired 

3 if il a3 ay) oh 28 35 32 43 

y 8 12 16 21 cS 30 34 ho yy 

5 9 13 a7. 22 26 31 36 AL 4s 

6 10 ws 18 23 2a 32 37 he 46 

Name 

Address 

I will pick these up (or have them picked up) at the U.W. Memorial Library during the 
1960 annual meeting on Saturday, May 7, 1960. 

Signed : 

Date 

ATTENTION : 
~~ The Academy Council has decided that a 10 cent service charge will be made 

per volume to help pay for handling costs. You will be billed for volumes received 
at this rate. .
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CAN'T WE SAVE SOME OF WISCONSIN'S NATURAL LANDSCAPES? 

An Invitation to All Members of the Wisconsin Academy of Sciences, Arts and 
Letters, to Attend an Organizational Meeting and to Become Charter Members 

of the Wisconsin Chapter of the Nature Conservancy 
* * * # # 

Conservationists, scientists, and Wisconsin citizens in all walks of life have 
been increasingly concerned about the rapidly proceeding loss of our natural landscapes. 

The pressures exerted upon our open lands by highway builders, real estate 
developers, and agriculturalists, have resulted in the destruction of scenic and 
scientific values at an alarming rate. Natural areas considered essential for research 
in plant and animal ecology, soils, and forestry have been sacrificed to the needs of 
an expanding population, with too little consideration for the needs of science and 
teaching. 

Other lands, of irreplaceable scenic grandeur, or of unique wilderness value, have 
been lost to the pressures of the tourist and resort business, the wood-using industries, 
and the summer-home builders. 

Accounts of these land-use conflicts have appeared with increasing frequency in 
the press, conservation publications, and scientific journals. The logging program ~ 
in the Menominee Indian Reservation, the Fairy Chasm controversy in Milwaukee County, 

and the gradual cutting of old-growth hardwood in Abraham's Woods near Albany are 
recent examples which have added to the concern felt by conservationists, scientists, 
and educators. 

It is our feeling, shared with others, that the program of the Nature Conservancy 
offers a course of action which would enable us to slow the trend toward the loss of 
natural areas. This young organization, with chapters and project groups in several 
states, has been successful in its efforts to preserve many significant areas. With 
almost 100 Conservancy members in Wisconsin, we have a fine nucleus for a state chapter. 

Many of you are familiar with the pioneering accomplishments of the State Board 
for the Preservation of Scientific Areas. Our objective is a state chapter which 
can assist and cooperate with the State Board in its efforts to preserve important 
natural areas in Wisconsin, Other public and private organizations, and individuals 
with similar interests, would be included in the program and activities of the 

proposed chapter. 

If you are one of these individuals, you are cordially and urgently invited 
to attend the organizational meeting, to be held on Friday, May 6 at 9 p.m., in 
Room 22) of the Wisconsin Center. 

If you are unable to attend, please write to either of the signers for 
additional information and a membership application. 

Joseph J. Hickey 
Department of Forestry and 
Wildlife Management, University 
of Wisconsin, Madison 6 

Eugene M, Roark 
513 N. Franklin Ave., Madison 5
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WISCONSIN ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, ARTS AND LETTERS 
20 Memorial Library 

Madison 6, Wisconsin 

April. 12, 1960 

Professor F. T. Thwaites 
: 41 N. Roby Road 

Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Thwaites: 

I have been asked by the Program Committee to advise you 
that your paper has been accepted for presentation at the 90th 
Anmal. Meeting on the afternoon of 7 May at the Wisconsin Center 
Building in Madison. 

I am enclosing a copy of the tentative program and a reser— 
vation sheet which should be sent to Professor Robert Dicke, 
200 King Hall, The University of Wisconsin, Madison 6, Wisconsin. 
A printed program will be sent to you later. 

The time period set aside for your paper is 20 minutes. 
Because of the large number of papers offered for presentation 
this year, it is necessary that each individual on the program 
take care to stay within the time pericd allotted to him. 

I look forward with much interest to the presentation of 
your paper in May. 

Ben yours » : 

: Roget E. Che 
Secretary 
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Wisconsin Academy of Sciences, Arts, and Letters 

Madison, Wisconsin 

ANNUAL MEETING 
UNIVERSITY WISCONSIN, MADISON, WISCONSIN 

May 6 and 7, 1960 

FRIDAY, MAY 6 

RECEPTION 

Wisconsin Center, Lounge and Exhibit Gallery 

P.M. 

7:00-8:00 Reception and Registration 

8:00 Musical: 
Master of Ceremonies, Attorney W. E. Sieker 
Soloist, Prof. Dale W. Gilbert, School of Music 

9:00-10:00 Movies: Quetico and Fishing Fun in Wisconsin 

SATURDAY, MAY. i 

ANNUAL MEETING 
A.M. 

8:00-9:00 Registration - Exhibit Gallery, Wisconsin Center 

9:00-9:15 Welcome and Announcements - Auditorium, Wisconsin Center 

9215-11:h5 Symposium - Auditorium 
ite 1 - Wisconsin Limnology 

Section 2 - Lake Problems 
Section 3 - History of Madison Lakes 

8:00-12:00 General Papers, Wisconsin Junior Academy Science. Room 313, 
Woe Genter. 

12:00 Senior and Junior Academy Luncheon. Dining Room, Wisconsin Center. 

P.M. 

1215-415 General rs, Senior Acad 
Section 1 - Biological = Auditorium 
Section 2 ~- Physical Sciences, Room 227 
Section 3 - Humanities, Room 311 

1:15-5:00 General Papers, Junior Ac Room 313 

h:30-5:30 Annual Business Meeting, Auditorium 

6:30 Anmual Banquet - GREAT HALL- Memorial Union



Wisconsin Academy of Sciences, Arts, and Letters 

Madison, Wisconsin 

SUNDAY, MAY 8 

ANNUAL FIELD TRIP 
A.M. 

9330 Assembly, Hydrobiology Laboratory, University Wisconsin 
(North Park Street ) 

10:00 Tour of Eydectd closy —_ (Prof. A. D. Hasler and 
associates R. M. Horra e C. McNaught, Dept. Zoology, 
University Wisconsin). Limnological techniques. 

10:45 Boat trip on Lake Mendota (via Hoover Boat Lines). Limnological 
aspects of lake between south shore, Maple Bluff shore and 
Picnic Point. 

11:h5 Picnic Point. Box lunch; walk to Willows Drive. 

P.M. 

1:30 Assemble Willow Drive; board Greyhound Bus. 

23:00 Tour of pagewcod ae Mazzuchelli Biological Station. 
ster Mary Nona, President, ollege, and 

Sister Mary Elain, Chairman, Department Biology, Edgewood College). 

2:30 Board Greyhound bus for University Arboretum. 

2:h5-hehS Tour of University Wisconsin Arboretum. 

- Tour of prairie - Prof. Grant Cottam, Dept. Botany 
© Inspection of bird study project - Prof, R. A. McCabe, 

Dept. Forestry and Wildlife Management 
- Lilac tour (if in bloom) - Prof. G. W. Longenecker, 

Dept. Horticulture 

hsh5 Assemble Research Center, board bus for retum trip to 
Wisconsin Union. 

These plans, of course, are contingent upon good weather, In the 
event that ice break-up on Lake Mendota is late or the lake is rough, 
a bus trip around the lakes area is contemplated with lunch at a 
shelter house enroute,



University of Wisconsin 

NEWS SERVICE 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

April 12, 1960 

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR 

Dear Mr. Thwaites 

I am preparing advance news releases on a number of the papers to be 

presented at the annual meeting of the Wisconsin Academy of Sciences, Arts, 
and Letters. Although prepared in advance, they will not be released for 
use by interested newspapers until the paper has been presented, the same 
procedure we have employed in past years. 

To prepare the release, however, I will need either the complete text 
of the paper, if one is to be available, or a fairly complete summary of 
perhaps two typewritten pages, emphasizing in non-scientific terms the 
aspects of the subject which would be of most interest to the average reader 
in Wisconsin. 

To avoid the necessity of checking my story back with you to insure 
accuracy, I will use your phrasing in substantially its original form, so 
there is some necessity to phrase the material given to me in non-technical 
and interesting language. I will use direct quotations on ocassion, and the 
fact that these may not correspond exactly with the phrasing used in the 
formal paper will not constitute a serious error. 

We find that this is one of the most effective methods of reporting 
scientific events, and as we are all interested in promoting the Academy, 
we hope you will cooperate with us as much as possible. I would like to 
have the material at least a week before the meeting. 

Sincerely, o yr 

: aN a sa f Vy 

NAD * 
mes A. Larsen 

Science editor



Wisconsin Academy of Sciences, Arts, and Letters 

Madison, Wisconsin 

All reservations must be made before May 2, 1960, in order to give your 

local committee sufficient time to complete their plans. Each reservation 

must be accompanied by full payment addressed to Dr, Robert J. Dicke, 

200 King Hall, University of Wisconsin, Madison 6, Wis. Tickets will be 

picked up at the Registration Desk May 6 and 7. 

Local Arrangements Committee: R. J. Dicke, Chm., J. T. Medler, W. E. Scott, 

R. E. Schwenn and W. E, Sieker.
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Wisconsin Acabemy of Sciences, Arts, and Letters WwW 
Madison, Wisconsin 
100 King Hall 

University of Wisconsin 

30 July 1960 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
41 Roby Road 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Thwaites; 

This is in regard to the two manuscripts you 
submitted for publication in the 1960 TRANS- 
ACTIONS. I am pleased to accept them for 
publication, but the volume is becoming very 
crowded. Unless you have specific objections 
to the plan, I would like to include Evi- 
dences of dissected erosion surfaces in the 
driftless area in the current TRANSACTIONS, 
and postpone publication of The base of the 
Saint Peter sandstone in southwestern Wis- 
consin" until 1961. 

Galley proofs should reach you early in Nov- 
ember, as our publication date is December 
a6< 

Veryx truly yours, 

Stanley D Bede 
Stanley D. Beck 
Editor, Tzansactions
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